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JONE.S,

ssmith & Machinist,

AMONG THE FARMERS.

MAINE.
"8PKLD THK K! uw."
SOUTH PARIS,
Manufacturer of general machinery, steam en
macliiuerv ami tools,
<tuc<, tulll work, -μ«ο!
taps, die· aud drills maile ami CorrenpoD·!· lice on practical a»<rlcultu>ai t*»|>U *
u-. tel
Sewing, mowing ami threoblng mali soliiltea
A'ttlren all coinuiuiil allons li
π aired.
lei tie·) for this department to
Hknuv L ι.
Maes, pumps of all kind», presses, guu.-t, jilbneatlv an<l promptly reHo * '.si>, Agricultural Keillor O&Uml Uen
10 -, Unites. trails, etc.,
Steam an<t water t>lplng done to order.
Me.
ucral,
Pari»,
tired.

Licensed

SOUTH PARIS,

Auctioneer,

MAINE.

Terms Moderate.

J

PARKfcR,

IsKKK A

I

Attorneys and Counsellor» at I.aw,
MAIN K.
Kl'MFoRD FALLS,
A Special Collection Department.
Ralph T. Parke:
George 1>- Blsbee,

^

BICE.

L.

t

Surgeon Dentist,

MAINE.

suUTH PARIS.
-jiy best work warranted.

\

j « 'RATIO WOODBURY, A.M., M.D.,
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<>:*
i>

MAIN·.
SOUTH PARIS,
and residence, 14 High Street.
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>

Attorney at
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Β

<»

Law,
MAINE

NORWAY,

t.o;:fvtl<

k
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α

op*.·

ait',

t ·I.ΑΥΤΟΝ Κ. BROOKS,

Attorney at Liw.
Notary Public.
MAINE.

PARIS,

SOUTH

receive my promt personal attention
KeiMttanc·» made ilay claim Is i>ald.
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Α

π

alter»

reported
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promptly.
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υ

NORWAY,

son,

Deatiats.

MAINL.

;"> Main -;t.

ΚΗΚΚ'Κ Λ P\RK.

11

Attorneys at Law,
MAIN*.
Itllerj C- Park

KKTHEL,

Allison K. Herrtck.

Attorney at Lav,
MAIN'S
I>1XFIBL1>,

J. WALDO NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

GRANGE BLOCK,
Over Advertiser Office,

NOR

A

AY.

PEOPLE'S WATER COMPANY.
ANNUAL MEETINU.
S
ι-iicrei<y «'tven that the annual meeting
t' e People's Water Company of South Pari*.
tlie election of officer* for the enduing year,
be lieM at tin- «flM of the Treasurer In
uth Pari* on Saturday, April 5, at live o'clock
>

•λ

r.

m.

tiEoRtiE M. AT WOOD,
Clerk ami Treasurer.

SOUTH PARIS SAVINGS BANK.
ANNUA!. MEETING.
.tlce 1- her-l.y given that thi· annual meeting
it the « orporaUon of South Pari·» Savings» Bank
(or the election of officer* fur the eusulng tear
wII lie hei'l at It·* Banking Room* in Pythian
Itlork. South Paris, n Thursday, the 27th 'lay of
March, Α. I». l!*»i, at 3 o'clock l" *.
t.KOKl.K M ATW<Kill, Secretary.
South Paris, Maine, March !», I'.OS.
V

Auction.

To he sold at public sale on Saturday, March 2^d, 1902, at toj
o'clock A. M., at the residence of E.
P. Faunce in Oxford Village in Oxford, all his household goods and
furniture, one Home-comfort Stove,
little used, farming tools and other
things too numerous to mention*
Terms cash.
HAM T. BUCKNAM, Auctioneer
XOTICK.

The suliecriber hereby (fives notice that he
ha* liecn <(uly appointed administrator of the
e-tate of
OKIN WKKKS, late of Porter.
in the County of oxford, deceased, an·! given
hmh as the law directe. All person* having
lemands against the estate of said decease·! an
le*lred to present the same for settlement, ami
all Indebted thereto arc requested to make pa^
n.enl Immediate!?.
DANA E. WEEKS.
Eeii. 1Mb. law.'.'

Τransp-)rtifion of Schohrs in the
Town of Paris.

accordance with the Instruction* of the
*'it>«rinten<iliig School Committee of Pari*, the
Is for
>u|« rt· ten«lent of School* will receive bl
tin transportation of scholars 'n the Holder,
Wall, Stearns Hill, ami Snow's Kails «Ustrlct*. so
calle d, for the ensu'ng year. The routes will lie
lira-tlcally the same as pr« vlo ielv, but anyone
-Irtu* pa'tlculars an<l spcclllcatlou- can cou•ult the ( halriuan of the Itoard. Mr. George M.
Vtwood, who has the liook* of the committee at
hi* office. All lil<U should be uialle<l befoie
March il, l'A 2. to
ALTON C. WHl· ELER,
Supt. of School*.
South Pari.*.
In

Notice of F*rst Me

ting «f Crelitors.

In the l>lstrlct Court of the I'nlteil >tate> for the
In Bankruptcy.
Itlstri'tof Maine
1
lu the matter ·>
Id Bankruptcy.
ANDREW Γ. Rt'Kir.
Β nkrupt. I
To the creditors of An'trew T. Ruff of Hum
fonl. In the County of Oxford ami illstrlct aforesalil. a bankrupt.
Notice Is hereby given that on t' e 24th ι! iv of
Kcb., A. l> 1904, the said Andrew Τ Kuff wa*
duly abjudicated bauk'upt. ami that the dr*t
meeting of hi* creditor» will lie held at the Court
Hou*e, in South Paris, ou the 25th <la· of March.
A. l>. lHirj, »t 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at wh'ch
time the salil cieiiitor* tuay atten·!, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, an·I transact *uchother
l>u iness as may properly come before said meet
Ing.
March

10. liXfci.

HENRY W. OAKBS.
Referee In Bankruptcy.

<
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<
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paint.

entirely

The scarcity of farm help promises to
be as much of a troublesome question
the coming season as in any recent year.
In fact, good help seems a little more
difficult to secure each season than the
As for
one immediately preceding.
some time past, the close employment of
labor in factories and in all industrial
channels takes up the surplus. A feature this spring is the evident impression on the part of the farm laborer that
owing to the generally high prices prevailing he should have more money.
The situation emphasizes the necessity
of farmers advantageously planning and
carrying on their work so that it may be
done with a minimum of hired help.
Fortunately, present increased capacity,
through up-to-date machinery and farm
implements, offers aid in this direction.
—New England Homestead.
It Reems that the Vermont cattle commiseioners have run up against an unlooked for obstacle in their work of testhave
ing cattle witji tuberculin. They
learned that subjecting a cow to the
tuberculin test may render her immune
for a certain length of time so far as
tuberculin is concerned. They find that
a large number of cattle juat in advance
of their own work have been thus
treated. This renders the test of the
commissioners
Maine Fanner.

entirely

unreliable.—

"But be Is crafty, and much may he

By FREDERIC VAN RENSSELAER DEY.

Author of "Not Like Other Men," Etc.

M

CHAPTER Χ.

Influence h lin and not during nt that
time to betray the relations between
them, κ he b::d her servants kidnap
liiui cn tho road between Tacubaya
end Chapultepec; how «he kept him

THE MYSTEBY EXPLAINED.

BOTH

eon

silent until the lunchfinished—that is, siregarding the subjects

wer«
wae

lent
nearest to the thoughts of
each. Maria, who had returned to her
table as placidly as if nothing unusual
had happened and whom Wyndham
had warmly thanked for her part In
the scene so lately enacted, had turned her back to them and was gazing
out through the window at the carriages that were constantly passing to
and fro.
"Now, Carmen," said Craig at last,
"war is declared. I do not know what

HOOD FARM

Condition Powders

and how Paneho liberated
him and conducted him to the dueling
ground; she told of her anxiety to get
him out of Mexico lest Ignacio Homero should have him assassinated.
"Was Ignacio aware of the relationship between him and Burr?" asked

prisoner,

Craig.

"Yes: that Is why he hated him so.
II<> would never consent to bear the
name of Bridge or Del Pueute. but selected Instead our mother's name. RoIiut if he could have killed
mero.
Burr or have had him killed he would
gladly have taken the name of Pendletcu in order to Inherit the property.
My mother's family never forgave Ik·'
for marrying an American and a heretic. as they styled my father. Their
hatred fills the veins of Ignacio."
"Who is Captain Agramonte?"
"A very dear friend—one whom I eslie has been a
I tec m meet highly.
brother to me In many kindnesses. Ignacio and he are not friends, although
there has never been an open rupture
between them. I love him dearly."
She uttered the last sentence quite
calmly, as one might speak of α favorite horse, and the sudden leap that
Craig Wyndhnm's heart had given was

I

not repeated.
"Now tell me about Escudera," he
sa id.
"I hnve already told you that he Is
my cousin and my fiance. I can only
add that he and Ignacio are inseparaIn fact, there are four
ble friends.
friends in the group, and they are

known as the "four duelists" throughout Mexico. They pass their time at
the shooting gallery and In the gambling houses, and they are bound to-

*'ί «'nut to remember it—alutiI/». CrulQ.
gethcr bv tbe ties of some secret society which. 1 believe, is inimical to the
government, but 1 do not know. Ignacio is still bedridden with the wound

he received from Burr. The remaining
three came here to accomplish the
How well they sucdeath of Burr.
ceeded you know.
^bere.
"Three!" exclaimed Craig.

tben. are the others.'
"They aie In the city. They are not
far from tills spot at this moment. Between them they would have served
you as Burr was served Ions bofoie
this only that they await tl.e recovery
of Ignacio so that he may be ou hand
It is a tangled
daim the estate.
B'ieln. Craig, but It Is as clear to me

Ζ

noonday."
"It begins to

as

be clear to me also,

be

""Now

that you have served Carlos as
she
vou have.- she continued, and
Biuilod .gain "h,u tbe s«>c
to her. "1 do not think they will l,a^e

the patience to wait. Certainly you are
lu constant peril. With a Mexlcantliat Is. with such Mexicans as they
are—vengeance comes before η,0°1'5'·
"You have already told me,
Craig thoughtfully, ignoriug her reference to his own danger "that you are
not in need of mouey-in ehoit. that
of
you are—er—rich. Did the property
your mother ajl descend to you.'
"No; Ignacio received the same tha
I did. but lie has gambled bis portion
was to
away until he has nothing. It
demand money of me that he accos od
me one day on the Faseo. when Burr
interfered, and which was the teal
of the duel.
"That was the first time that Burr
ever saw me^ she added after a mocause

ment's pause.

"One word more about the property.
Carmen. I kuow that there are estates
in Mexico. In the state of Miclioacan.
which were in the hands of a man
named FUpulvlda, and I know that
Burr's father in a letter directed him
to go to Mexico and recover them. I
know that Burr wrote to SepuUida
several times, or, rather, I wrote for

and that no satisfactory replies
I also know tbat
were received.
properties were transferred by Sepulvlda to Burr while he was there, for 1
have fouud conies of the papers relating to them, but I do not know any or
The real cause of
the
blm

,^e

particulars.

.1
Taneho knows about it anu
•'Yes.
has told me. My father made my mother
a very rich woman before be left Mexico and he was thoughtful enough to
place It all In United States governmeut bonds In her name. Hé also po*
sessed large estates In Miclioacan, but

Senor
his to his son In New York.
also after distemper. They
Sepulvlda Is a very conscientious man.
Cows
It was his wish long ago to give the
And profitable, because they keep
property to me, but he did not believe
the digestive apparatus in perfect b· had the right to do so.
condition. All the nutriment con- knows nothing about those prepertle
tained in food is then secured and It li the regret of my life. Craig, that
turned into dairy products. They I
ver w* my fatherly hie picture," she added pensively.
"What are the names of the two
Keep them healthy, vigorous and
Mexicans who came here with Escu-

Healthy

Make Hens

n"

Lay

They make young
chicks grow and thrive, and are ex- derar* asked Oral*, suddenly changing
cellent for fattening stock of all kinds.
Emlllo Busta-

productive.

Four sizes—2Sc.. 50c.. SL 85 lb. box, IS.
Hood Farm Liniment, for man and beast.
The remedy for inflammation, colds, distemper. :3c.. 50c. 91 and S2.
Hood Farm Remedies are sold by

F.

A.

SHURTLEFF «ι
Pari·, Me.

South

CO.,

».

did."

She raised lier glowing eyes to his
and, looking deep Into his own, re-

plied:

"1 do not want to forget it. 1 want
to remember it—always, Craig."
After that neither sp :ke during a full
minute, but sat like two statues gazing into each other's eyes. What silient
lent sentences passed between
then uo'oody will ever know. Presently Craig broke the silence.
"Come. Carraelltn," he said gently;
"we must go. There is so much to do,
but I believe with it all that I am at
this moment the happiest man on
God's green earth. God has been go d
to me always, lmt better now than ever before, «luerida mia."
And when be turned around he for
the first time that day discovered the
old duenna looking at him. and she
murmured so that the words just

reached his hearing:
"Esta bien, seiior. Esta muy bien!"

CHAPTER XI.
MURDER.
left Carme» Pendleton ut lier liotel after

ΤΠΕ CRAVE CHARGE OF"

WYNIH1AM

lingering lbng enough

to

conversation with
as simple and diivct.
as straightforward and honest then as
he was with Burr Pendleton the night
when hdtook him on horseback to the
have
Paneho, who was

a

dueling ground.
Before leaving the hotel Craig in-

structed him not on any account t>
leave the apartments of his mistress
and at the desk down stairs he gave
explicit instructions that Carmen was
to be denied to all callers, no matter
what name was given. After that he
felt easier, for now he also feared that
the enraged Mexican might attempt a
summary vengeance upon the sister of

Burr Pendleton.
From there he went directly to the
district attorney, who. fortunately, was
a personal friend and had stood in the
same relation to Hurr, and to him he
related the whole story in detail behind closed doors.
Ile began at
He omitted nothing.
the moment of h is meeting with Burr
after his arrival from Mexico and told
of every incident that had occurred
which could in any way relate to the
He graphically explained tin
crime.
discovery of the body, the consternation of James, his own deep perplexity,
but also ihe absolute certainty he fell
in his own mind of the Innocence of
the valet. He related how he himself
when a boy had passed many month*
In Mexico and had witnessed the knife

throwing exhibitions that are frequently held there; how It had occurred to
bim that this Mexican might have
thrown tho knife, and that when lie
more minutely examined the position
of the body and the position of the
knife the suspicion became a certainty.

Then he told how utterly hopeless
had seemed to him then the possibility
of fixing the crime upon Eseudera if
he were at once accused, but that he
believed if he could for the time being
cause suspicion to rest upon another
and thus allay the fears of the guilty
one he thought It might be accomplis»
ed.

He explained how and why he had
sent James away and admitted that
the valet was at that moment in his
own rooms awaiting gladly arrest or
anything else that would lift from ills
shoulders the burden of constantly living a lie. and then he told enough of
the family history of the Peudletons to
make his point. He explained the presence «f Carmen in the city and told as
much of what she had toM hi in as was
necessary, and tlnally he Jescribed the
scene in the restaurant and told how
this same man had attempted to assassinate him by the throwing of a
knife.
"That knife," he concluded, "is tlio
exact counterpart, so far as the hilt Is
concerned, of the one that took the
life of Burr Pendleton. 1 have it with
If you will produce the other. w<
me.
will compare them, for I have not the

doubt of the result."
The district attorney sent his clerk to
the cabinet for the weapon with which
Pendleton was killed. They were placed side by side and found, as Craig had
prophesied, to be precisely alike.
"There is still another test to be applied." continued Craig. "People who
are adept In the art of knife throwing
most
ere
particular regardiug the
weight of their weapons. The more expert the thrower the more particular
I have
he is regarding this point.
known them to file away substance
from one in order to make it weigh precisely like the model from which it was
made, so that placed upon either side
of delicate scales they would perfectly
Send for an apothecary's
balance.
scales and let us test these. If they do
not weigh alike to a hair, I miss my

slightest

Burr's trip was to find a brother or a
sister; ostensibly it was to recover this
property, for which he did not care a
fig. Can you tell me anything about fuess."

Tone and stimulate the digestive orall the
gans, enabling animals to get
nourishment possible from feed consumed. They make stock of all kinds those he did uot dare, for some reason,
do better on less feed. They
Therefore
to transfer directly to her.
be made Seuor Sepulvlda the ostensible
Make Horses Eat
and are of special value for feeding owner, with direction· to transfer them
to
when extra work is required of to my mother whenever it was safe
and
farm teams, race or driving horses; do so and in tbe event of ber death

Make

:>jur hours.
In tv..
You must not leave me unprotected."
"Unprotected, CarmenV Unprotected'/
I will never leave you unprotected as
long as 1 live If you will give uie the
right to protect you. Hush! Hush!
Tl.at slipped out without permission,
Caimelita; but I mean it, I mean it.
It is too sudden, but 1 am a sudden fellow. and you must uot mind. Have I
frightened you, Carmen? Ληι I a great
big brute? There; keep back you:
tears and forget that I said what

accomplished

Copyright, 1901, by Frederic Van Renstelaer Dey.
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farmer's calling.

Speaking of this detrimental feature
A different state of affairs prevails a
to a
the present time. A still different stati > met with at agricultural institutes
the
of farmer and farming affairs will pre woman co-worker in another part of
For advancemen l United States, .she replied that she had
vail in the future.
travels
has come to be the watchword with th< met with this same ordeal in her
but that one
farming community of people as witl , as lecturer and speaker,
she
readily and
other busiuess men and women.
Mucl , winter in particular that
the
of the understanding of the need ha; most graciously recalled quite
of the
been brought about through the direc reverse was the rule. She spoke
over
influence of the well established iusti uplifting influence thus exercised
work iu the cause of agriculture
tute, that lias become a popular featuri her own
has got up his sleeve"—
"I spoke to Escudera
of rural life, and that has been in fore* and agricultural people.
"A knife, doubtless," she interpolatnot deemed it
had
as
1
them
for
and
for a number of years, in a measure.
smiled and continued:
possible for me to speak," she said. ed, and Craig
There is yet room for v;tst improve
—"but I do not doubt that he has
And she told of the men, old and youug,
tnent and for institutes by tens when
institute sessious fault- something. We have forced his band,
only one is at present held or planned for who attended
lessly dressed, and in good taste, and and I have not a doubt that he will at
Farmers' institutes are increasing, bu
carrying themselves with au air of inde- once endeavor to fix this crime that we
not with the forceful multiplying ο
peudeuce and pride that gave force and know he committed upon me. Still I
numbers required for the making ο
actual beauty to the very word "farmer."
have considerable time to act, so we
They were gentlemen fanners. Nor by need not make unnecessary baste.
(ireat things have been accom
be.
that
meant
it
was
they
farmers
plished as the fruits of thought expresse» gentle owned landed estates.
They also There are several things that I must
simply
at these gatherings of farmers unci theii
were up know to complete the knowledge I alon the farms.
labored
They
hav<
ami
entire
wives,
neighborhoods
to dale farmers, well read men, refined ready have, for I already know more
so changed in their manner of living
as careful of personal about the history of your father and
doing and working that they have growi and intelligent,
appearances as though their business Burr than you think I do. I think the
to be likened unto well populated vil
law
or medicine or sellbest way to get at what I require now
lages, but with decided advantages ovei was dispensing
ing dry goods.—Mks. Nki.lik IIawkks, will be to aA you a few questions. It
them.
Xeb.
Farmer people who have lived to set Friend,
will save time, and in that way we can
the daily mail brought to their doors
directly at the important points."
get
w·^·
wrrvn
rMnmcno
into
their
houses
have
and the telephone
"I will reply to any question you will
in
over
village people
great advantage
The opening of the series of farmers1
ask If it is one that I am Informed
all that rural life brings to them, but institutes
by the commissioner of agridoes not bring to the village people. culture naturally calls attention to the ■ iHillt."
itT?.w1»w
«..t.ft*
noma
ΛΙ/1 VAI1P ffltllOr
Farm homes thus equipped and beautiat
many opportunities afforded farmers
fully built up are the envy of business the preseut time for gaining a knowl- first visit Mexico?"
It is no unusual thiny
men everywhere.
"Bridge. Tiint is why my cards are
edge of their business. Through the
to hear a well to do business man in tin
institutes provided for by the Inscribed Del Pnente—of the bridge."
public
city or village express his desire to own state, the several organizations devoted
"Did your mother know his true
its attendant to the different
a prosperous farm with
specialties, for the pro- uume wheu they were married?"
aboul
privileges of all outdoors to swing
motion of which these organizations are
"Yes. lie never deceived her."
in. quiet from turmoil and din, and tht instituted, the grange meetings now
"Do you know why he went to Mexto
bt
seems
that
always
held in almost every
independence
frequently
being
an assumed name?"
connected with farming as a business.
and neighborhood, and withal ico under
township
"Yes. Pnncho, who was his servant
The entire world, it appears, with ont the weekly visits of the agricultural
accord acknowledges the farmer tht
discussions of aud is now miue, has told me. A synpaper freighted with its
most independent man on earth.
con- dicate that had been formed by my faevery phase of science and practice
If he has lived up nected with the
Hut that depends.
operations of the farm— ther in New York met with disaster of
to his opportunities, made the best ol
these are affording opportunities for some kiud at the hands of the then
his life and released himself from all
information that should not be Mexican
gaining
government. He was known
ami
for
himself
indebtedness and built up
overlooked. These lectures, papers and
and lie
is
he
home
a
beautiful,
independ- discussions brought out at these assem- to the Mexicans by name only,
family
the
ent.
If, upon the other hand, he has blies cover the entire tield of scientific went auioug them to investigate
In order to
allowed mortgage and bills of every and
knowledge of farm affairs. affairs of the syndicate.
practical
description to accumulate and to rob, That these opportunities are being im- accomplish the task better he assumed
he is not independent.
proved by our farmers there is ample a name at random. Bridge happened
Our institutes of agricultural character evidence.
The rauge of intelligence to Ik? the one he selected. The governhave done and are now doing much tc
among our farmers at the present time, ment of Mexico was very unstable at
if
show men whereiu they may be,
they as a result of this teaching, is of a high that time. Life was not valued at a
are not already, practically the most in
order. They are no longer groping their
high price—not much higher than
of
working people oti way in ignorance.
dependent class
They generally very
their bonds, which were then worthless.
Men
universe.
of
the
broad
face
the
understand the principles governing the
have been encouraged to send their sons later methods and practices of their There were nutioual complications of
to agricultural colleges and experimental work.
While all the secrets involved in some kind which 1 do uot understand,
farms for seasons ami sessions, as well their
have not been un- but"—
operations
as to
the high school, and then to covered,
the knowledge they have
"I know about that. Carmen, and I
yet
business colleges, universities, and to been
and the advances thus will tell
gaiuiug
you in a few words enough so
take special courses. Boys have caught made in the better understanding of
will know what a really great
the infection of desire to be educated their work and the successful results that you
man Robert l'eudleton was. An Amerimen and educated farmers at these same
from it are leading the way to
coining
simple but great institutions of learn- still further effort for the mastery of can otlicer of the government was
ing—farmers' institutes. The work has their business. The rank aud tile of grossly insulted by the Mexican govthus been widespread ami uplifting. farmers are au intelligent class, well ernment.
Your father might, by inl)ormaut ambitions have been aroused schooled iu their business.
forming his uwn government of all he
to reuewed energy, and united effort has
it matters not that only a portion of knew, have brought on difficulties bemade the country beautiful ami to wear the farmers are reached by these public
tween the two uations, which would
of true prosperity and efforts iu their behalf. It is a fact everyan appearance
probably have resulted in the downfall
progress! veness.
where observable that progress makes
of Mexico, at that time torn by internal
The institute spurs a man to the doing its
a few
way through the example of
of better farming, closer calculating and leaders. Iu the case of the public efforts <coutlicts. Your mother plead for her
and for love of her be not only
to the adopting of improved methods of now so
widely goiug on about us, there country,
doing things, by which he receives the are always more or less individuals 4ept silent, but he voluntarily relinbetter financial returns that enables him whose minds are receptive to the in- quished a fortune, or what they would
to still further beautify his surround- structions laid before them.
They are call there several fortunes. He did not
ings and provide for his tamily after the searching for kuowledge.
They are returu to Mexico for the same reason,
better approved manner of providing.
always found at these public gatherings. because his life would not have beeil
It is a daily and constant educational The knowledge there gained they take
and because she
Our
of
farmer
life
That safe for a moment
factor in the
people.
home iuto their everyday work.
him not to do so. She prommen and women grow refined and come
which is au improvement over the past begged
iuto an intellectual atmosphere that they stands out in bold relief in all their ised to come here to him, but she died.
are
capable of tilling and enjoying. operations that he who runs may read, That much I have learned from docuPeople who isolate themselves and i'eople lerau more from successful ments that 1 found In Burr's safe. And
devote all time and energies to simple
example than through direct teaching. here let me add: Burr knew that his
work fall fast into au apathetic state of Thus this higher knowledge gained by father had married again in Mexico
mind and manner of accepting and look- the few is transmitted to the whole
and that his wife had died. He did
ing upon life. But institute people who community.
Improved methods and not know that there was a child, but
institute workers aud enthu- belter
remain
are truly
not
can
long
practices
and that is
siasts are never found among the plod- with the individual but soon become he believed it probable,
to me,
Uencc though all why he left the property In trust
ding classes.
commun property.
There is one little fault to be fourni may not be reached through institutes, with private directions what to do.
child
with them, one item to which their atorganizations, grange meetings, or even Now, Carmen, were you the only
tention should be called at the very the agricultural papers, the work of of that marriage?"
This fault
outset of au institute season.
She cast down her eyes so
"No."
progress goes rapidly on.
should be so continuously aud glariugly
Every farmer, however, wishiug for a that he could not meet her glance. "I
that
they
and deput before our farmer men
greater kuowledge of his business
had a twin brother."
shall have uo reason for forgetfulness, sirous of making it more successful should
He Is
"You had a twin brother?
I
speak make it a point to attend all meetings
and no excuse for negligence.
from an observer's stamlpoiut, and am of this kiud within his reach.
There is dead, then?"
Our farmers are
"No; he lives, but I will not recogsorry to have it so.
always something to be learned that will
whom
Not our
proverbially poor dressers.
aid him in the successful conduct of his nize hiui. Captain Romero, with
aud
young men so much, but the fathers
busiuess. This is especially true in the Burr fought the duel. Is my brother.
grandfathers of our young farmers. It series of institutes now iu course by the He was born at the same time that I
is true, however, that many, too, of the commissioner of
Maine was born."
agriculture.
themselves
younger men thiuk to make
Farmer.
UIVIUCI
Λίν UUU.
u^aiusi uiuiuui
brave for the institute session by apWhat η fortunate thing it is that the
is
a blot upon
It
in
farm
garb.
pearing
duel did uut terminate fatally! Did
tlie fair name of the farmer. It is a blot
The capable young man, with some
It
in farming and a you know about it at the time'/"
upon the face of their profession.
experience
practical
belittles their avocation. It heralds to good education, is in great demand.
"Yes, and I tried to prevent. But for
the onlookers froiu other business unes This fact Î8 demonstrated by the testi- PancLo, my old servant, 1 would have
of pursuits that the farmiug classes are mony of the presidents of agricultural done so. But for once in bis life, and
principally made up of men of ignorance, colleges. They invariably report that uaiy ocee, I believe, Pancho betrayed
Farmer men there are more calls for their graduates
slothfulness ami poverty.
But be butes Iguacio for his own
me.
grow careless as to appearance all too than there are capable men for the po- sake and because he bas been unkind
not
is
true
this
often.
In
fact,
sitions offered.
left Mexico became
Women are less inclined to dy these only in agriculture, but in other occu- to me. After Burr
things. Many a woman who attends the pations. The trouble seems to be that to me and confessed what be bad done.
institute comes nicely dressed—even the average young m;in is not willing to It was Pancho who drove my carriage
lier daugh- work out his own salvation.
He wants yesterday, so you may know that I
very attractively dressed,
ters, prettily attired, are also attractive to begin at the top instead of at the bot- fctill trust him. He came to New York
the
command
and
to the eye,
they
The youugster who begins at the caee with u message from my mctber
tom.
respectful atteution that becoming top is very apt to land at the bottom, to my fr.tiler, und he remained here a
clothing always commands. Nor has the while he who begins on the ground door, month. Nov.·
you understand how it Is
family till been robbed to provide such and who means business, is pretty sure that be knows his way about the city."
and
husband
ladder.
thus
leaviug
the
of
clothing,
to reach the top round
Th.'ii iu α few words she related to
brothers to appear in barnyard attire of The world never offered such good opoveralls tucked iuto muddy or browned portunities as exist to-day for plain, Craig how she, having learned that
boots, slouch hat, husking gloves aud earnest, seusible young men and women there was to be α duel, determined to
Wives who are uot afraid to work, and who
threadbare coat and overcoat.
prevent It; bow she sent u messenger
and daughters on farms, generally speak- are eager to do their level best.—New to Burr requesting him to meet her in
ing, provide for themselves both money Englaud Homestead.
the garden at "Jetiks';" how, falllntr to

roRKCLU.St'KK.
WhtnuCrrai Perkin·, then alive but now
I»·* «-a-ed, by his mortitare deed dated the twenty
«'venih (iT' 'lay of April, A. D. lvso, and recorded lu the <Ufonl Keiclitry of l>eeds. book I'Ji,
Savings
l'·»·.·'· lil. conveyed to thé South Paris
lu
Hank. a corporation locate·) at South Part»,
*ai 1 Parlx. a certain p ircel of rea! estate situated
of
State
anil
Oxford
In Paris, In the County of
the
Malue, au<l describe! as follow», viz.
whole of lot numbered twentv live (ii) In the
ninth :r ranre of lots, (excepta piece ten rods
li; wr th takeu off the uorth en<l of «aid lot
eontalalng oue hun'lre·! and thirty acres, more
trial. Also a certain piece of land situated in
-al'l I'arN. lx Ing a part of Caleb Cushman's
"Lurvey harm", so cal ed, contaluluj; to ς 1«»>
The fo ejfolng premises
αϊ res, more or less.
Tuell
"United lu that part of Pari* known as
"
And
Town, and bein* the "Klttrldge Kartn
aheiea· the sal 1 S'Uth Paris Savings llauk, by
aevcntn
the
on
day
(7)
Hmade
du
meut
y
of >ct»ber, A. 1). 1ί·>4. transferred said mo'txajie
and the debt thereby secured to liar let M. and wearing apparel.
IVrklns uf *ali| Paris! which assignment Is duly
A wife or daughter is ashamed to sec
riror e.l In <ald Regl try, book ΛΤ. ρ axe IT; and
husband, father and son coming into
her
•'eban
uluce
whereas said Harriet .V I'ctkii.s
the hall to attend institute sessions clad
<'cased and th»· untcndgiied has been 'Uly ap
Yet in many instances
p 'tnU-d and ijualllled as Executor of her wilt; as described.
* <d »liciea« me condition of sal I mortgage has
the writer has noted this style of dress
■ of tie
reaso
■»«
I
h, Mm therefore, by
ing among men to prevail. Now and
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a t re
closure of said inortK -ge.
then a fanner appears at institute meetD.
l'JOi.
inHated Uils .Vith day of Kebi uarv. A.
ings dressed as if for church. One
WM K. PERKINS, Executor
all tnen wen
of last will and tcstameut of Harriet M. Perkins. voluntarily wishes that
like him. "Why will not our men dig
often
nify their profession:"* I have
found myself saying silently when feastfine
specimen ol
ing my eyes upon a
manhood from the farm, well dresse<!
are better than
and deporting himself in erectness ami
the mannei
They work easy. make a smooth sur- entire good form, as if to
face, and any uue can apply them to born.
A man may till the soil and care foi
wall», ceiling*, inside woodwork, panMany live stock, milk cows and feed swine
tries, kitchens ami furniture.
anc
beautiful tints. The surface is non- and sheep and do all the rough
absorbeut and cau be kept bright and clothes soiling labor connected witl
nol
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.
farming, aud yet be a gentleman
at heart, but in appearance.
only
will
dealer
vour
when
Don't pay fancy prices
But why will he so oftentimes preseni
at the
furnish
you "Satsurna Interior Enamel·"
th< >
•ame price as ordinary paint.
himself at institute meetings bearing
"Mow to soil and odor of the barnyard and witl
KKEK Color card and our book'et.
Keturnlsh the llouie Without Buy In* New Eur- hair uncombed, and giving the world te
ηΚιιη·.··
understand he considers himself "only a
Made by Heath & M lligan M'f'g Co.,
When a man says he is "onlj
farmer"?
make city am
Chicago.
a farmer" he is helping to
Also Floor I'aint, Floor Varnish, Coach
village people believe a farmer
and Spar
Muralu, Ac., beneath the consideration of respectfu
Varnish,
M usury's Railroad and Liquid I'aiuts, attention. By his own appearance h«
>
For sale by,
has invited the scorn that ia too oftei
heaped upon rural people collectively.
At an institute where the writer gav<
the pre
HAUME. one of many institute addresses
•OCT· PAJUa.
\

THE KNIFE
THROWERS

■ ww.

VRLOW,

'· H

tl-'oy d!d not Ere me. Now let us go. 1 ! The seules were eent for, and they
will taUe yο a back to your hotel, and I , proved that Wyndham was correct.
want to 82i! Pancho."
I "You have a strong case," said the
"He Is there; but If you take him ; district attorney. "It Is circumstantial,
man
away I will not be safe a moment. I but It Is strong. I will have this
am afraid of Carlos."
; arrested on your complaint."
"Carlos will be kicking his toes ! "There are two others who are acagainst Irou bars before he Is twenty- j complices, who are accessories before
four hours older." replied Craig, with η and after the fact—Juan Rodriguez and
Emllio Bustamente. They are in the
frown.

1 »·Ι ♦!■»»» t frHH

denouncing them and
and denying belonging

represent.

ently.

Physician & Surgeon,

U

siding officer, himself a farmer, was so
unbecomingly dressed tbat it was signally a damper upon the whole affair.
It cast a sort of gloom over the heart of
Not one of them was
the speakers.
at his best.
Men came strangling in, so
shabbily attired that it was difficult to
speak with feeling and reverence of the

One felt rather like
their profession
to the fraternity.
And, then and there, one writer and
FARMERS' INSTITUTES.
speaker decided to devote time to the
writing of many a talk upon the sin and
shame of farmers making of themselves
AT
WOKI i
EDUCATIONAL IJiKlAK.NCKS
targets for remark and denunciation.
If a man has su little respect for and
τυ ΚΝΝΟΒΙ.Κ THK KAKMKK'B LIFE.
interest in his farming and farm home
that he feels it not incumbent upon him
at
At one tiiue quite late in the histor r to make the best possible appearance
his home institute, let hiiu remain away.
of the century but just ended, it wa
If he has not respectable clothes let him
considered by quite a majority of sujj
them, and then wear them
posed ly intelligent people that the la< I purchase for
and thus
a time at least,
who would be or remain a farmer stoo< I every day
ease
in no need of education beyond the abil accustom himself to feeling at
in
of
ami
out
rather than awkward
placo
to
a
hand
write
fairly respectable
ity
man
read sufficiently well to get along, am ί them. There is no excuse for any
he helps to
understand figures simply or indiffer to shame the people whom

LBfcRT D. PARK,

^
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Oxford

^"Juan ^Rodrigue»
mente.

and
Both are rather

light complex-

loned and might readily pass for Americans, for they speak English fluently.
"Good I" exclaimed Craig, rising sud-

*2T"I

I have
know them both
them with Baoudem twice when

city, but I do not know where."
"We will And them," replied the offi"It will be strange if we cannot
cer.
get state evidence out of one of them."
They ><tre interrupted at that moment by '.he entrance of a clerk, who
laid

trict attorney.
"Show him In in exactly five mln
utes," said the official to the clerk, auc
when the door hud closed he udded tc
Wymilium: "We're in luck. Your Mex·
ieau friend is outside, and unless I am

grtatly

mistaken he has his two friends
with him, for he can only have applied
to me for one reason."
"To charge m« with the crime."
"Precisely. Step behind that screen,
Craig, and take :i seat. L)ou't sneeze
or coutil οι· lu ira y
your presence in
any mamuT, rnd you shall bear how I
iinish with t' is man. Wait Just a mo·
Yor, have a minute or two to
ii.; :it.
spi v lef re John brings them in."
Ile (Ir v.· α pud of paper toward him
inti wrun. rapidly. When he tiuislied,
îe pa-.-etl the sheet to Wyndham, and
lis is what he read:
Have warrants Ufued immediately for Carlos de
Cseudera y llitiirro, Juan Rodriguez ami Kmitio
Juslai:iime, (.hutted !■)' this ofllre with the murder I Curr IVmileton. One of tin m ut least il
here now; possibly the others. Send in three offiLose no time.
cers to luuke the arrest.

In what it is and what it does—con-

taining the best blood-purifying,
alterative and tonio substances and
effecting the most radical and permanent oures of all humors and all
eruptions, relieving weak, tired,

languid feelings, and building
the whole system—is true only

up

of

Hood's Sarsaparilta

No other medicine acts like it;
other medicine has done so

no

muoh real, substantial good, no
other medicine has restored health
and strength at so little cost.

"I wia troubled with scrofula and came
For four montha I
near losing my epetlght.
could not lee to do anything. After taking
two bottle· of Hood'a Sarsaparllla I oould see
to walk, and when I had taken eight bottle· I
could aee aa well m erer." Seen A. Haibstok. Wither·, N. 0.
Hood'· •arsaparllla promise· to
our· ami kMp· th· promt··.

was making a call and resolved to wait
till he came out. Λ9 it was getting
late then lie believed his friend would
I demurred, but he
not remain long.
prevailed upon me to wait with him."
"And you waited more than an

hour?"
"While we were waiting an old man
Ile seemed dazed
came out sobbing.
and 'frightened. We at once thought
something was the matter. 1 spoke tr
the old man, hut he did not reply. After thai we waited awhile longer and
ultimately saw the man, whom we
now know to lie Wyndhnm, come from
the house. Ills behavior was precisely
as Mr. Kscudera has described it to

you."

"Why did you not accost your sup
Mr. Bustamente? Or did

posed friend,
you?"

"No. I saw at a glance that I was
mistaken. The light shone In his face
when he came out. I could not be deceived then."
"How do you know now that It was
Wyndhnm you saw?"
"Because I have seen him many
times since in the company of my
friend, Kscudera."
"And you also, Rodriguez?"
"Yes."
"What time was it when he cam·
out of the house?"
"I cannot say exactly."

"Well, approximately."

"Somewhere about 11."
"It was 11 o'clook or a little after
that when lie re-entered the club," interrupted Kscudera.
"How do you know that, Mr. Kscudera ?"
"1 went into the club Immediately
behind liim."
"Was that the time you were to meet
Mr. Pendleton there?"
"There was no stated hour, but it
was understood to he late in the even-

The district attorney's signature was
appended, and the note was addressed
to one of his assistants.
"Now get behind your screen, Craig."
he said while he folded the document
and placed it iu an envelope. "Time's
un."
Wyudham had scarcely taken Ills seat
when there was a rap at the door and
the clerk entered, as the otlicial had ing. I chink I so stated."
"So you did. so you did. Excuse me."
prophesied, followed by three men, tin
There was a rap at the door, and the
foremost of whom was Eseudera.
laid a card
"I have taken the liberty of bringing clerk entered again. He
on the
these gentlemen with me." he said, upon which there was writing
with the utmost suavity and polite- table, and the district attorney snatched It up with a furious scowl.
ness, "because they are able to suit
"You should place messages like this
stantiate what 1 have to say. 1 have
in
DisMr.
my hands. John," he said severely.
to
make.
a very grave charge
Then he glanced at the Inscription aud
trict

Attorney."

"Be seated, gentlemen," was the reply, uot less suave than the Introduction. "What is the charge, Mr. Uomero,
and whom does it concernV"
"Pardon me, sir. My name is Eseudera. I'omero is the family name of
my mother."

"Ah, yes! Well, what Is the charge,
and whom does it concernV"
"The charge, sir, is murder. It concerns a prominent citizen of this city,
I have
one Craig Wyudham, who,
strong reasons to believe, murdered
his friend, Burr Pendleton."
"What!" cried the district attorney,
evidently astonished out of his otlicial
Craig
"The Peudletou case?
calm.

WyndhPtn the murderer? Impossible!"
"You will believe it to be more than
probable, sir. when you have heard all
that I have to tell you."
The district attorney rang the hell
sharply and when the clerk appeared
said:

"Send in my stenographer." Then to
Eseudera he added: "You make a grave
Not a
accusation. Mr.—er—Eseudera.
word of the evidence you have to give
shall be lost."
The stenographer appeared at once,
and then lie added, "Now, sir, begin."
"I arrived in New York from Mexico
one day in advance of Mr. Pendleton,
whom I had known in the City of Mexico. I performed a few slight services
for him there, and we became warm
I had announced to iiiiu my
friends.
intention of visiting New York, and
lie gave me a card of introduction at
his club, so I presented it at ou ce. 1
was in the dub when he arrived, and I
saw hiui meet Wyudham ou tin· sieps

They went to a quiet corner
together and talked for a long time.
Presently I walked past them, and
Pendleton, recognizing me. rose at once.
We left the club together within a few
moments of that time."
"Why did you go out of the club?"
asked the official.
lie wished me to
"At his request
go to his rooms with him. for no oilier
reason. I think, than that we might talk
together uninterruptedly."
"Had you business together?"
outside.

I think that Pen"None whatever.
dleton wished to get away from U vud
ham. In fact, he intimated as much."
"Ah, I see."
"I remained In his rooms about or
nearly an hour. He agreed to meet me
I tiicu
at the club again that night.
went to my hotel."
,11.1

»|in

nlnl»

to go to Pendleton's roouis?"
"A little after 5."
"What time were you to meet at the
club again?"
"There was no definite time—that
evening. Fie did not rome. I called at
his rooms the following morning, hut.
to my summons,
I did not know of his
went away.
death until It was unnouueed lu the

receiving

no answer

newspapers."

"Then how do you connect Wyndham with the crime?"
"Wyndham went to Pendleton's
rooms the same evening that I was
He was
there, but about 1) o'clock.
While he
there more than an hour.
was there Pendleton's valet came out
and went away. He was sobbing, and
ho appeared greatly frightened. Some

time after he had gone Wyndham came
out. Ile paused on the steps and lookHis face
ed carefully around him.
was very white, and he seemed to fear
He soon started up the
to be seen.
street and turned tbe first corner he
came

Peculiar
To Itself

curd on the ciebk before the die

a

"Joliu Cuthbert," replied Rnsta mente
"He Is an Englishman."
"Proceed, Mr. Rodriguez."
"When be found that no such person
resided there, lie decided that his friend

promptly.

to."

"How do you know all this. Mr. Κβ·
cudera ?"
I have unconsciously
"Pardon me.
given the testimony of these gentlePersonally 1
men who are with me.
do not know It."
The district attorney wheeled like a

flash upon the others.
"Were you watching Mr. Wyndham?" he demanded sharply.
"Not watch"—
"What Is your name?" Interrupted
tbe otliclal.
"Juan, or John. Rodriguez."
"And yours?" turning to the remaining witness.
"Emllio Bustamente."
"Now. .Mr Rodriguez. proceed."
"We were not watching him In tbe
lense

that you use the term, but we

watching for hiui."
"How was that?"

were

"We were
entered It

recognized

passing the bouse when he
Bustauieute believed he
In him an old friend for

whose address he had vainly sought.
He accordingly inquired of the hallboy
for that friend, but was told that no
such person lived there."
Is the nam»* of your friend,

"JJiliat

Mr. Busta mente?"

ι

added:
"Tell them to wait at the door and to
in when I ring. I will call them
soon as 1 have tinished with these

come
as

gentlemen."

lie turned then again to Escudera.
"And upon this you base your charges of murder against Craig Wyudlmm?" lie asked In the pieasantest tone

Imaginable.
"I do."

"Why?"

"Because It Is proved that ho was
the hist person in the rooms of PendleBurr Pendleton wus never seen
ton.
alive after that time. The inquest determined that lie was murdered about
that time; because the servant went
away while Wyndham was still In the
house and has not been seen since, and

he was puMiely accused of the crime,
and the police are still searching for
him, I understand."
Is there any"That Is quite true.

thing more?"
"Because Wyndham

made sole

was

heir of all that Pendleton possessed,
and he above all others had a motive
He could easily bribe
for the crime.
the servaut to assist him or to go away
and leave him to do the work alone."
"That has α reasonable sound. Have
you any more reasons, Mr. Escudera?"
"l'es, one more, the weightiest of all."

"What is that?"
"That old servant James is living in
the house where his master was murdered aud is acting as the valet of

Wyndham."

"What!" cried the district attorney

again, aud he added mentally: "By
Jove, if 1 had heard this before Wyndham told me about it, it might have impressed me ail but the evideuce of
these two lying scoundrels with you,
Mr. Escudera. Nobody with any seuse
would believe the story they tell."
"It Is true." said Escudera, rcplyiug

to the exclamation.
"How do you know that?"
"I have seen him there. I saw htm
there last night. I know him well. 1
have often seen him in Mexico, and 1
also saw him the n!ght of the murder,
you will remember."
"Now. Mr. Escudera. and you, gentlemen. what object have you iu pursuing Mr Wyiu'hain with this terrible acV"

cusa t inn

Repairing
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puulebed."

"You want Justice, then?"
"1 do. I demand It"
"Then, by thunder, you eball have It!"
He struck tbe bell ebarply. Tbe door

•pened. and tbree officers In plain
clot lies entered tbe room. Tbe district
attorney waved bis band.
"There are your men. Take them,"
be said. "Come out, Wyndbam. Tbes·
fellows make

mw

sick."

[to

be

continued,]

DIFFERENCES Itf FOGS.
Sen

Mint and London Gloom
Votlilnif In Common.

Tbe fog of London and tbe fog of
tbe sea alike discompose traffic, and
omnibuses and steamsSips alike bave
bad to lay to for safety. But wblle
the London fog gets Into your inmost
room and bailies even tbe electric light
—though the candle comes out triumphant curiously—the densest fog at
sea does not disturb tbe saloon or the
stateroom. Why Is that?
The word "fog" has not been traced
further back than the sixteenth century, but the thing was known in the
early years of the fourteenth. The
commons, with the prelates and noble·

visiting London for the parliament·
and on other occasions, united to petition Edward I. to compel the burning
only of dry wood and charcoal, as the
growing use of sea coal corrupted the
air with its stink atid smoke, to the
great prejudice and detriment of
In Mul tbe king prohibited
health.
th<· use of coal. Heavy ransom and
dues were Indicted for disobedience,
in the case of recalcitrant brewers, dyers and other artlflcers the furnace·
and kilns were destroyed. But the restric tlon was evidently removed, for in
13·>s

out.

fixes «nil

It makes soft

bones hard, thin blood red
weak lungs strong, hollow
places full. Only the best materials arc used in the patch.·'η
and the patches don't shov
through the new glow of health.
No one has to wait his turn.
You can do it yourself—you
and the 1 y ttle.
This

about $4,·
paid Γόοι tbe exchequer

$12Γ>0—probably equal vo

ooo now—was

for wood and coal for tbe coronation
of Edward II.—New York Commercial
Advertiser.
The

Dentrnj Init

Ciime

Locomotive.

Said a railroad engineer: "The averape man Iiiih no idea liow many animals anil birds are killed every year
by the ears. If you will walk uionp a
railroad, you will see toads, frops and
snakes almost every mile that have

been cut in two by the engine.

"But these are not the only forms of
I have run
animal life that suffer.
down woodeliticks, raccoons, squirrels,
hedgehogs and pretty nearly every other sort of small animal. Once I saw α
ruffed grouse sitting on the track. It
waited and did not seem at all afraid.
When at last it did get up, the enpine
was so close that it struck the bird
and tossed it to one side, dead.
"But tiie stranpest experiences I ever
hud were in the south. I was running
an engine on the Queen and Crescent
road, which poes tbrouph Lake l'ontchart rai η on a long trestle. Ducks and
other water fowl were numerous on
the lake, and the sight of a hcadllpht
eeeiued to attract them, Just as the
llpht in a liphthouse attracts many
birds. One nipht we struck η tlock of
ducks that smashed into the enpine
and cab as thouph It were raining
them from the clouds. They broke tlie
forward windows of the cab, uud we
gathered up cuouph ducks for two

pood, big game dinners."
Kindred

Ylccn,

The Kev. Justus Forward, settled In
Belehertown, Mass., a hundred years
a:ro, once reproved a workman for
swearing while he was plowing a new
field. "Swear!" said the man. "I guess

you'd swear."

Mr. Forward took the plow and hurried after It, indipnantly denying the
charge. Then, as the field became
more impassable, he bepan panting:
"I never did see the like! I never did
When he had pone
see the like!"
once round the field, he stopped breathless and said:
"There, you see I didn't find It necessary to swear."

"No," drawled the other man, "but
told niore'n fifty lies. You said

you've

you never did see the like, and you
saw It all the time I was piowln'."—
Youth's Companion.
I nef ill

neHa.

It is a great satisfaction at the close
of life to be able to look back on the
years that are past and to feel that you
have lived not for yourself alone, but
that you have been useful to others.
You may be assured also that the
same feeling Is a source of comfort
and happiness at any period of life.
Nothing in this world Is so good as
usefulness. It binds your fellow creatures to you and you to them; it tends
to the improvement of your own character, and It plves you a real importance in society, much beyond what
any artificial station can bestow.
It::lei ill

iKiioruiice.

Little Willie—Paw, where Is th* Isth-

Γη 11ama?
Isthmus of Panama?
mean to tell me that you
have been studying grammar two
years and you don't know where the
isthmus of Panama Is? If you ain't
able to conjugate the isthmus of Panama for in·· by tomorrow night, I'll
make you j:o to bed ut 0 o'clock!—Ohio
mus «ν

Father—ΊΊΓ
Willie, «Ιο you

ΟιΊκΙιι of Word (irlntco.

The word "gringo," which Mexicans
apply to Americans when speaking of
them with contempt, is said to have
hail its origin thus: During the Mexican war our soldiers got Into the habit of calling the simple Mexican soldiers whom they took prisoners "greenlee," to signify their Ignorance of
things in general and of military tactics especially. The Mexicans retaliated hy calling the Americans "groenos,"
and this word finally degenerated Into

"gringos."
It docs the work both

inside and

Hat·

Stale Journal.

These poor bodies wear out
from worry, from over-work,

from disease.

"Simply iliai Justice be done, eir," re"I was Pendleton'·
friend. 1 would Ilk· to «ee bis murder-

plied Escudera.

Hrr Smile.

He looked despairingly into vacancy.
"I have had my misgivings," he said
In a dull, passionless voice, "but now I
am sure. Your laugh shows me you ar®
utterly heartless."
She turned

pale.

"Heavens!" she cried In terror.

1 open my mouth

as

"Did
wide as that?"

Candid.

"Po you mean to say that you have
not rend all of Shakespeare's plays?"
"No," answered Miss Cayenne. "To
tell the truth, 1 did not mean to say
it. As In the case of most people, the
confession slipped out quite by acci-

picture r.»pr.\»e«M dent."—Washington.
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V

The iron pen mentioned by Job in the
book of that name in the Bible Is supposed to have been a steel graver used
for cutting inscriptions on siotie.
He is a good physician who administers medicine to the heart in the shape
of wit and humor.—Chicago News.
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THE OXFORD BEARS.
HE DOINGS OF THE WEEK

IN ALL

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
PARIS HILL.
Baptist Church, Ker. H. H. Btehop.
('reaching every Sunday at 11 A. M.
onday School itQM. Sabbath evening Ser
ice *t 7 : So r. M. Prayer Meeting Thursday
venlng at 7 *) r. H.
rntvenmllet Church:
Sunday School every
unday at 11 a. M.
Finit
'aator.

Misses Lillian

and

Katie

lanunond Street, Portland,

Quinn of

are

spend-

ng the month of March at J. L. Chase's.
Mrs. II. W. Lyon and H. W. Lyon, Jr.,
Tuuu :—IIJU a rear If paid Mrlctly to «avance.
ire expected in town Tuesday or WedOtherwise ti.00 m year. Single copie· « cent·.
tesday of this week.
AU legal advertisement·
Advutiskkkjit*
Alonzo Brown, who has to vacate his
are given three consecutive insertion· for *1 JO
arm by the lirst of June, has bargained
contract·
In
of
column.
Special
Inch
length
per
I
or Joseph RatclifTs place in the village.
made with local, transient and yearly advertlsera.
There will be no preaching service at
Sew type, but presse·, steam
he Universalist church next Sunday,
Jo· Puktuu
low price·
power, experienced work m η and
knd the hour of Sunday school will be
combine to make this department of our bus!1
,1 o'clock.
ne·· complete and popular.
Messrs. Taylor and Hatch closed their
been
«ries of meetings, which have
SMULK COPIES.
Sunproductive of considerable result,
Single Copie· of the Democrat are four cent·
go from this place
lay evening.
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
there
ο South Paris, and begin services
the publisher» or for the convenience of patron·
jingle copie» of each Issue have been placed on Tuesday.
•ale at the following places In the County
Miss Helen K. Cole is at home from
Parlln's Drug Store.
South 1'arU,
iVestbrook Seminary on account of illShurtteff'· Drug Store.
Noyee' Drug Store.
Norway,
less.
Stone'· Drug Store.
Remember the rose carnival at New
Alfred Cole, Postmaeter.
Buckdeid,
Α. V. LewU, Insurance Office. | Hall, South l'aris, March 20-27, under
iryeburg,
Mr». Harlow, Poet OfficeParle H1U,
:he auspices of the Universalist Good
Samuel T. White.
Weal Parte,
Jheer Society.

They

Oxford
and

Directory j

County

Court

County

Officers for

1901-2.

Second
Second

Supreme Judicial Court.

Tueaday of March.
Tuesday of October.

Probate Court.
At Sœtk Pari*.
Third

Tuesday of each month except August.
At F rye burg.

Fli at

Tuesdays of June

and

December.

At Ruaford Falls.
Second Tuesday of February, second Tuesday
third
of Slav,
Tuesday of August, second Tuesday of November.

GREENWOOD.
A few days since a man called for the
himself
purpose, as he said, of resting
t while, who proved to be rather a mysHe called himself a
terious personage.
aative of Connecticut, and was traveling
for information ; or to use his exact words,
to see what he could see, aud hear what
He seemed to be actie could 'tear.
quainted in Canada from Quebec to the
Pacific Ocean, had visited nearly every
itate in the Union; and spoke particularly of :he poverty and wretchedness
Found in ill our great cities, especially
in New York and Chicago. Speaking of
Ellen Stone, he said sbe had better come
home now and go to work here, since
)ur country is as much heathen as any.
In pertnn our caller was below the
of
average in height, about thirty years
He said
iige, and liark complexioned.
his parents were French; and if he had

Rev. J. B. Carruthere supplied the
Fred Lurvey has been on the sick liât
< Congregational pulpit March 9th.
>r a week or more, but hopes to be
Sunday afternoon, the funeral of Dr.
boat before lone.
his late resiMies May Allen is at home from ι 3. D. Hill took plaoe ar
1
lence, Rev. Arthur Yarley officiating,
lethel.
and Rev.
Dr. Carroll was in town one day this tssisted by Rev. F. E. Barton
<
the body lay
reek. He has finally decided to move D. S. Pillsbury. Although
Mrs. Carroll has been stop- η state from twelve to one and was
9 Bethel.
rie wed by a great many people the I ο use
ing with friends in Newry.
of reMiss Nell Preble has been visiting vas filled to pay the last tribute
honored
1rs. Dexter Peverley. She intends mak- ι ipect to one of Bethel's most
The
sitizens and faithful physicians.
ig her home with her sister, Mrs. Carwas a
oil, and is to attend Gould's Academy profusion of beautiful flowers
lilent expression of the love and esteem
hie spring.
That makes me think, spring has got )f friends here and elsewhere. The
in the family lot
1ère, if there is anything in signs, for t>orial was in Saoo
and
locks of geese have been seen going Monday. Judge and Mrs. Herrick
Mr. Seth Walker accompanied Miss Hill,
lOrth, and the crows have arrived.
sad
her
cousin of the deceased, upon
Miss Alice Day went to South Paris
Wednesday afternoon, and returned journey. As the days go by the great
loss Bethel has sustained becomes more
,'hursday.
Mid more a realized fact in the homes of
Verne McAllister is in town.
Landlord Allen had quite a company those where for more than twenty years,
of those who came to Dr. Hill has been the trusted friend and

oho Thurlow.
John N. Irish is not enjoying good
ealth this spring.
Wm. Cnshman is

reported slightly

im-

roving.
Freeland Dunham, who

went to the
ospital at Lewiston the 8th inst., reurned the 10th, deciding not to be

reated.

Rev. B. P. Lawrence went to the
(aine General Hospital the 12th, to be
reated for appendicitis.
Quite a number were summoned to
ourt the 12th inst in the interest of
ood morals.
A variety show at
Α κ rand time.
The
îezinscot Hall Thursday evening.
romoters were Mrs. G. W. Tilton and
lies May Chaffin. A good house was in
ttendance, and a jovial crowd. Instru-

uental,

sentimental,

consequential

Thursday night,
ttend the masquerade dance.
Forty physician.
Mr. Wilfred Bowler and family are to
ouples formed on for the grand march.
remove to Bridgton where Mr. Bowler
farmers,
were
There
clowns, Mexicans,
studio. Their
lancing girls and flower girls among will open a photographic
re-

entertainment
The
otherwise.
pened with instrumental music, Burt

nd

RFTHFL.

BRYANT POND.

BUCK FIELD.
Dr. Hill and M. J. Campbell of Anusta, looking for horsee, bought one of

lutchinson, violinist, accompanied by
A duo1rs. H. A. Irish, on the organ.
Dgue, "Marie's Secret," by Miss Chaffin

A nice civil time
hose who masked.
ras enjoyed by all until 8 o'clock Frilay morning. There were a good many
.t rangers present from Bethel, Locke's
dills and Kuraford Falls. If the weather
rod traveling had been propitious the
tail would not have been large enough
ο have held the company.
Edwin Fisk of Lewiston has been visting his friend, Harry Day.
Engineer Bowker has been visiting his

nd Mre. Tilton. A duet by Mrs. Tilton
nd Eva Holland. A recitation by John
rish.
A song by two coons, knights of
he burnt cork, Helen and Lottie Record,
me in male attire, rendered great sport,
a did the singing of Dell Gauthier and
^eslie Washburn in oriental costume,
tableaux of a Scriptural nature were
ligbly complimented. Pantomime, etc.
dro. James Harlow made a good hit and
nuch sport in coming on to the stage in
unique costume, to exhibit the spring
ityles of dress, and give an account of
ter past, present and future engagements
vith the male fraternity from blushing
routh to the gray-haired sire. She gave
lotice of a future lecture, the subject to
>e, How Every Woman Might Become
3eautiful, and all this for 10 cents, to
>e applied for a very worthy object.
)ne man remarked, "Tickets should
lave been 25 cents."
Another, "I have
•aid 50 and fared worse." Net receipts,
And then
■χ pense deducted, $12.65.
The first
hey danced. Yes, I tarried.
lancing I have seen for years. Remarkng to a man beside me, "The same
igures we used to dance," "Yes,"
juoth he, "but they don't shave 'er
iown as we used to." Rather flat-footed
;o be sure.
The next thing on the program is a
>enetit dinner.

>eopie.

removal from Bethel will be much

gretted.

Mr. Herman Mason attended the reunion of Bridgton Academy at the Falmouth in Portland.
Dr. Carroll of Bryant Pond has moved
with his family to Bethel and lives on
Mechanic Street.
Miss Alice Mason and Miss Luella
Boothby of Berlin, Ν. H., are visiting
Mrs. Ο. M. Maeon.
Mrs. J. 6. Rich has sold her house
situated on Spring Street to Mr. N. F.
Brown and will live at Mr. Holt's for the

has been courting this
Tuesday and Wednesday night
present.
îe came home, but Thursday night was
Mrs. J. V. Holt of Andover, Mass., ac>bliged to remain at South Paris.
a
was
of
Farrar
Sumner
companied her sister, Miss Belle PuringMrs. Almon
last Thursday. Miss Purjuest at Dexter Peverley's Thursday ton to Bethel,
Ned
veek.

Swan

>ight.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred P. Chandler came
town Thursday to attend the dance,
tnd were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.

ο

tlarry Crockett.

ington

has been

Andover.
Dr. Wigntot

spending

the winter in

Vermont

nas

renieu an

office here and announces his removal
Dr. Wight
here about March 20th.

It is rumored that we are to have a comes well recommended as a physician
and surgeon.
storekeeper in the place.
Miss Addie Gordon spent Saturday in
Little Trump, the grange drama, is to
Portland where she went to consult a
as
the
)e played at West Paris as soon
physician in regard to a trouble with
raveling will permit.
Mrs. James L. Bowker is to attend her throat
Rev. Arthur Varley spent the week in
:he Grand Commandery, U. O. G. C.,
his spring, as representative of Christo- Bethel and occupied the pulpit March 16.
Gould Academy will open for the
pher Lake Commandery.
Miss Ilattie Bryant, daughter of Law- spring term Tuesday, March 18.
ωη Bryant, is visiting relatives in town.
FRYEBURG.
iew

Corydon Page, a lumber operator |
the new school house.
τ ridely known in this state and MassaUtor Democrat :
in
After reading carefully the different c husetts, died Wednesday at liis home
tinioDH expressed by prominent clti- ι kbbott as a result of taking a large
suicidal intent.
ins of South Paris at the town meeting a mount of aconite with
iu his
ι to the need of having a new and 1 Ir. Page was found unconscious
1 lome Wednesday afternoon and died a
rger school building to accommodate
school scholars and the scholars f ew minutes after a physician arrived.
te
high
! the village

who attend school at the
rick school house, I cannot help thinkig that the need of having such school
nilding is at least very doubtful. When
întlemen like S. P. Maxim and A. C. T.
ing, both of them carpenters and men
Γ experience in such matters, say the
resent building is all right and practiilly as good as it was a number of
Bars ago, I feel convinced that the hue
id cry for a new school house is merely
>r
the sake of having a more ornalental structure, one which will appeal
lore strongly to the local pride of South
arie people, and nOt dire necessity.
Now I would not lay a straw in the
ay of having such a school building it
is needed, for I am strongly in favor of
iving our scholars substantial, well
entilated, well lighted buildings, not
nly at South Paris but all over town,
ad also large and commodious enough
the largest number
* accommodate
liich will attend; but if those in use
>-day are large enough why then let us
e content with what we have and not
un the town more in debt by building
lore or larger ones eimply because they
Hatter our
re more ornamental and
ride. The town debt now is nearly
10,000, not including the school and
>ray funds, which together amount to
ime $4,000 more, $14,000 all told; now
we build a new school house at a ρ rubble cost of from twelve to fifteen thouand dollars, then we shall have a debt
f at least $26,000 which will increase
ur taxes to a considerable extent for
iany years to come; now if we can
void this increase in the debt of the
)wn ought we not to do it and keep the
»xes down to a normal rate?
If *Kio loprrcr onrl hatter hniMimr iu
eally needed I will not raise a hand
gainst it, but when gentlemen like
liose I have named say that need does
ot exist, as the old one is strong and all
ight, fair minded people must acknowldge that the gentlemen who aie pressof
ag this matter do not have the good
The
heir town's interest at heart.
outh Paris people have a larger share
f taxation than people outside, because
have town and corporation taxes to

hey

I Ie had swallowed the contents of a two
bottle of aconite. He is survived
1 iy a wife and six children. Ile was ">2
] ears old.

( unce

SPRING

r THREE OOLD MEDALS Λ

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

Walter Baker & C'·
Cocoa and Chocolate

IIOW TO CURE THE GRIP.
Remain quietly at home and take
( 'hamberlain's Cough Remedy as directsure to fol< d and a quick recovery is
I ow.
That remedy counteracts any
I endency of the grip to result in pneunonia, which is really the only serious
< langer.
Among the tens of thousands
< vho have used it for
the grip, not one
< ase has ever been reported that did not
ι ■ecover.
For sale by Shurtleff & Co., E.
1 \ Parlin, South Paris; Stevens, Oxford;

SEASON

The SPRING
hand and

we

vitation to
nnd the
and

us

wish to extend

public

at

in-

friends, customers,

our

see our

is
an

general

in

display

to call

on

of

Spring Clothing,
Furnishings, Hats
and Haberdashery,

ioyes Drug Store, Norway.

The Homeliest nan in Pari*

V » writ as the banilsomes't, an I othe·-* are In.
to call on any (IruggUt ami get/ree a trial
■utile of Kemp's Ralsam for the Throat an<l
an<!
-.ungs, a remedy that le KUurantuoJ to run·
telleve all Chronic an<l Acute Cough··, Asthma,
50c.
ami
25c.
I'rlce
and
ironcliltli
Consumption.
Are You Fling Allen'· Foot-Kmc 1
Shake Into your thoes Allen's Foot-Rare, a
It cure* Corn*, Runtons, Pa nftil.
1er.
limiting. Hot, Swollen feet. At all Druggist*
uH .-hoe Store», 25c.

Of which

have

we

a

fine

display.

K>w

BpEi
Spring

Term rp^ns
Tuesday, April 1, 1902.

I.
Ϊ.
1.

>

Hoard and lodging in Alumni House,
$2.50 per week.
Books sold at cost.

OVER"l

"KNOWN THE WORLD

Has received the highest indorsements from the medical
the nurse, and the intelligent house·
Λ
Λ
Λ
and caterer

practitioner,

ί

keeper

Walter Baker & β-ιωω

lines,

give

We

gonds.

customers

our

honest

If you will call and

see

us

feel sure that you will be convinced that it will pay you to do
we

Wanted

your

A good reliable woman or gill to do
housework fora family of two.
ALVA SIIURTLEFF,
South I'aris.

FREE VACCINATION,

iay, and they oughtto satisfy themselves
s to whether another building is needed
Courses of study are arranged to meet
mot before voting.
the needs of those preparing for advanced
as

pectivj

values for thpir money, in reliable

Established 1780
DORCHESTER, MASS.

rhe term lasts twelve weeks, closing
June 17.
Exponao·
Tuition, $7.00.

We handle only standard
made goods and these are the
newest an H b st in th ir re-

trading

with

Very truly

us.

yours,

J. F. Plummer,

free
The Ilwipl of Health of l'art* will fiirnMi
t-nccination «lurlr jr he month of Mirrh. Dr.
The people of this vicinity feel that
NORTH BUCKFIELO
l»r.
and
son Percy are
Freeman
Mrs.
H.
G.
IV· oil bury wll· vhi:i luatc at South I art* an<l
Daniel Fletcher of Peru is visiting rel- they have sustained an irreparable loss
Me.
I'ltrkanl ut Wei-t l'arl».
Sou'h
friends in Windham.
Now if this building is all right,
in the death of Dr. Charles Hill of visiting
work as well as for those desiring a libIVrOnler l'ARM BOAKl) OF HKAl.Tlf.
ne
uouuieu π.
uau-nu^ vu iwt.,
atives and friends in our place.
Mr. John Phillips has returned from
lesers. King and Maxim say, and it is eral education. A
Commissioners.
Court of
He was much liked, respected
thorough
preparation
seemed to be engaged in no kind of
J. 0. Jordan is at Charles Damon's Bethel.
to Washington.
lot large enough to accommodate the for
ind relied on, and much confidence was his trip
At SoutJi Pari·.
business and carried nothing in his hand. for a while.
teaching in our common schools may
Mr. Henry Tibbetts is better.
arge number of scholars attending there, be
here.
his
as a physician and
in
skill
liim
size
some
Who
can
and
placed
is
Earl
Jack
of
Tuesday
up?
sessions
Second
May.
selling
KeguUr
buying
are at
Fife
and
Warren
an annex or
build
addition,
not
Haetings,
rliy
His place will be hard to till.
Last Tuesday of 1I
For catalogue or further particulars
Kim Tuesday of September.
James Gorman lias come back from jxen this spring.
surgeon.
Paris attending the spring term of fhich could be done at a quarter of the
lumber.
address,
New Hampshire, where he has been at
Will Tucker is doing quite a business
court.
WILSON'S MILLS.
xpense, and not tear down the present
work during the last two or three years, in the maple syrup line this spring.
M re. Fannie Waterman has gone to tuilding, which is a nice looking buildculmiof
warm
weather
A
week
CHAS
very
and is now at work in Mann's clothesHoward Churchill is at home for a
toover Massachusetts to visit her sister.
ng and an ornament to the village
Ilis wife is coming later while from the University of Maine at nated in a thunder shower, passing
Bethel, pin factory.
Fryeburg, Mai ie.
John M Phllbrook, Chairman,
better.
is
much
Ruth
Goodnow
one
Miss
gentleman remark,
at 5 r. m., March 2d.
Kast Stoneham. on.
lay; as I heard
.'uuathan Bartlctt,
Orono.
he
and
NEW SPRING STOCK JUST
was
recital
A
Mexico
thought
Randall L. Taylor,
given Tuesday evening t is a noble building,
G. P. Wilson, who has been stopping
Mrs. A. K. Hicks drew a small rug
Mrs. John Heald and Miss Minnie
FOR SALE.
Harriman at New imply adequate for the real need of the
a year, has re- by Miss Bertha
hotel
for
at
Flint's
nearly
has
she
for
which
during the winter,
Bisbee of West Sumner have been
Church Ilall.
Officers.
cliolars.
turned to Boston.
Errs from fine pen White Wyandot tee,
been offered $10, but refused to sell it. quests at B. F. Heald's the past week.
I notice the claim has been made that 50 cents per 13.
Fickett has gone to Hastings to
W.
H.
Charte· Ρ". Whitman,South ParisCl*k of Courts. To say it is a beauty would be only tellLOVFLl
Ernest Churchill is on the sick list
P. E. WHEELER,
he present structure is poorly lighted
County Attorney.
Ellery C. Park. Bethel.
visit his brother, A. W. Fickett.
the truth; and the girls are scarce it this writing.
G. W. Walker has sold one of his md ventilated. Now this to my mind is
J. Hasting* Bean, South Parts, Register of Deed·. ing
8 Porter St., South Paris. I
Game Warden, Lewis Olson, was at
beat
it.
that
can
Fuller
Mrs. Edna Cole and Miss Dolly
a good one of Geo.
Eckley Ballard, Fryeburg,
week. horsçs and bought
he merest nonsense and absurdity, and
Register of Deeds, (Western District.) ]
Thanks to E. R. Brings, West Bethel, of South Paris have been visiting rela- home a short time the first of the
Weston of Fryeburg.
WANTED
Addlaon K. Derrick, Bethel, Judge of Probate.
iliows the weakness of the claim for a
S. W. Bennett went to Parmacheenee
also a booklet con- tives in our place the past week.
Ο. E. Andrews went to South Paris lew
Allien D. Park, South Part», Register of Probate. for several papers,
Luke where he will meet Austin Cary,
building, as in those respects it is of Man and wife to work on mv farm—the I
George M. Atwood, South Paris, County Treas. taining the epistle to the Hebrews, and
Mert Warren has sold five or six cows
his
home
to
daughter, :ourse the same as it has always been Bleive "arm, In the Blscoe neighborhood—to I
bring
who is runuing lines for the Berlin Mills Friday,
James R.Tucker, South Parte, Sheriff and Jailer. several
the llrst of April.
quotations from the Old Testa- within a few weeks.
Imjnlro at my
Albertha, for the school vacation.
md no complaint has been made before commence
lake.
above
the
CLOTHING.
on
Co.
BRAND
townships
Λ. Blril house, High Street, We
in
sell the KIRSHBAUM VITALS
ment, all of which are printed
Business is quite lively at Heald Bros.'
The drama, "Down East" was pre- a mv knowledge, so of course in those resilience, the Amos
Sheriffs.
to
to
Portland
has
Parts.
K.
A.
South
Storey
gone
simiIt is divided into verses
Hebrew.
mill this spring. They have hired three
at the American House Hall, Frisented
A.
JACKSON,
E.
MRS.
made.
all
it
is
Garments
Finest
right.
enter the Maine General Hospital.
espects at least
Paris». lar to our English, but reads from right or four extra hands
Henry Κ. Hammond, Crier,
lately.
day evening and with the music of
The town meeting was adjourned to
Norway. to left, and the
James L. Parker,
pages run the same way.
the time now when you need a Spring Overcoat. Let us show you
Mutual Fire Insurance
Robinson's Orchestra of Fryeburg was :he first Saturday in May to act on that
west sumnfr.
Norway. |
Thaddeu» Croae.
NORTHWEST BETHEL.
figures denoting the pages and verses are
Norwav
Albert 1*. Basse»,
Miss Alice Farrar and Geo. Farrar of thoroughly enjoyed by a large audience. ind the articles following it in the warours.
Company of Salem, Mass.
Bethel. the same as ours.
It seems hardly necCyrue M. Wormull.
Mr. T. II. Chapman was up this way
Melrose, Mass., are in town, having been The hall was crowded.
ASSETS I)KC. 31, 1 01.
rant, thus giving every one ample time
George G. Shirley,
Fryeburg. essary to add that we haven't read the
from
attention.
Mrs.
is
has
The Fryeburg stage
changed
recently.
spending called here to attend the funeral of their
Chapman
East lUram.
00 Our CHILDREN'S SUITS are worthy your
x> think the matter over and vote intel- Keal Estate
»
βο,ΤβΟ
Edgar L. Flint,
Porter. book in question quite through yet.
some time at the Homestead.
Three weeks earlier
runners to wheels.
Jam«· W. Chapman,
SC.'KiOOO
that every one will Mortgige Loans,
A. Farrar.
father,
We
Sidney
hope
ligently.
a
Lovell
The voters did not all get out to town
Waiter C. Ba*»ett,
thing.
7S4.132 -<» Come in any day—just to look—needn't buy
anil Bonde,
The crossing on the ice has been very
G. II. ltyerson is very poorly at this than last year.
take into consideration how much the Siock*
Dtstleld.
l>«u A lilies
H..T7Î1 ΛΛ
rash In ofllce anil ranks
on
account of the traveling. uncertain here all winter.
Some horses
Canton. meeting
His son Charles is at home
HoneII» A. Barrow»,
:ost of building a new school house will Interest anil Kent*,...
writing.
10.4NI -to
Marcia
of
"Aunt"
Bates
Hartford,
Len from
Bucklield.
have taken unexpected cold baths.
OXFORD.
A F. Warren,
1,037 10
snhance the town debt and increase their Uncollected Premiums,
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kept breaking
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ments upon it. We need to remember All other liabilities
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older persons living in the county to-day. the sled, but
M. E. Pike and son, Walter Pike, have that it is easier to keep out of debt than
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but if so we would like to know who it out.
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When returning for more ice and also to see what the town will do moved with their families into the house to
let
get out after we get in, so do not
March A>. *7 —Rose C arnival of UulversalUt anil where they are.
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Total liabilities and surp'us
But we all live in fear of
instantly.
Dr. Sullivan L. Andrews of Clinton Brackett Thursday.
Now, I wish to say just a word about
A. K. LEWIS. Agent.
April 1 —c >xford Pomona («range. South Pari*. turtle isn't yet heard in the land, but more serious accidents.
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Andrews,
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is found on the table; moreover, crows
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a puzzle with many what they get to eat Centre.
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the
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her
will
take
Who
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place Saturday.
will be given at the hall next ways been self-supporting, and to-day
and oftentimes when the snow Mrs. Mira Clay's wood.
Party,"
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both books and
we have not learned.
is two or three feet in depth; but one
The missionary ladies are boarding place
Thursday evening by local talent, for when reading matter,
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H. B. McKeen and family visited his the benefit of the
so- periodicals, are so plenty and cheap,
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Congregational
man, who has probably studied crowol- with Mrs. Ο. H. and Charles Day.
Maine
Mr. and Mrs. Lorin McKeen of
Bargain» In Watches.
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say
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once a week; and even if they fail to get
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Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
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Georgia Walker has quite a class of ter, Mrs. Bertha Kenistonvisiting
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let our libraries take care of themselves
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that amount they manage to live, since music scholars here and at Lovell.
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am
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for
the
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the past week.
and save
sale of
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Petition for Discharge.
there was never< one found starved to
The snow is going fast to-day.
sick for the past three weeks, is gaining.
of having libraries, more and
has been at home sick
Clarence
Files
in
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In the matter of
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JOHN'S LETTER.
death, nor so weak as to be unable to
Miss Grace Swan of East Bethel is carALFRED PEATS & CO.
for a few days.
HERBERT M. HAYES, } In Bankruptcy.
larger the better, but I do not think
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I read in the "Colonial Dames" of one dy.
for her.
)
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Rankrupt.
I
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the
aid
from
Adams was at home from ing
need
Charlie
Hansom Cole has finished sawing birch,
The larger part of the business done
husband who was lined for "scandalA. L. Emery and Harry Farnham are they
To the Hon. Nathan Wkbii, Judge of the Die·
Waterford Saturday.
in the papers that South Paris library is
trlct Court of the United States forthe District
louslv" kissing his wife on the door- and will soon commence on his long on our roads is done on wheels.
in the maple sugar "biz."
I am very
has
finished
have
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C.
to
of Maine :
pine
hauling
Sawyer
rock. The poor fellow had l>een gone lumber. His son, Alfonzo, who lost a
Ernest Cross and Lincoln Cummings
Keports from the sap orchards are to for Edward McAllister.
in
m. hayes, of duhcm,
as I have good friends at South
and can show samples of over too
three Ion·: and tedious years, and he linger in the mill a few weeks ago, still the effect that the season thus far is
the County of Oxford, ami State of Maine,
of Bethel are cutting cord wood for Fred glad
Linwood Sawyer is at work for Wm.
and rejoice in their good luck.
Paris
Dlst
said
In
let,
representrespectfully
couldn't seem to wait till the door cut carries his hand in a sling.
on the lot he recently purchasgiving a good run.
Edwards
patterns of these new prize papers at
Ε. E. Field.
Gammon.
that on the *J0t h day of Apr., !a»t past, he was duly
Elvira Cole has gone to visit her aunt
We are having a big run of whooping
off the view. Probably he never spent a
ed of Mr. Rowe of Bryant's Pond.
ranging from
of
under
the
Acts
prices
Congreesre
bankrupt
adjudged
another
John Adams has bought
I think from current refew shillings for a more satisfactory ob- in Portland, much against the wishes of cough also.
who has been quite sick
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seems to have a latlng to Bankruptcy; that lie has duly surrenCole,
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correspondent
horse.
Cents per Roll
f property,
Five Cents to
dered ad his pro|KTty and rights
with the mumps, is much better.
ject. There were kissable dames and her parents, knowing she is liable to mark that less space would need be
misconception of some of the things that and ha fully compile·! with a 1 the rripitrc.nen'tused to name those not afflicted than
damsels in those long-gone days as it get the smallpox.
Another dance at Dan Cole's Saturday were said in town meeting. Mr. King of »j1 Acts and of the orders of Court touching
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The Best Value Ever Offered
Elmer Cole has sold his phonograph, would be necessary to give the names of
appears: and perhaps you may have
Mr. Melcher and Miss Grace Melcher evening, March 22d.
and Mr. Maxim testified simply as to the his hankruptcr.
These patterns are the finest proWherefore h.i prays, That he may lie decreed
noticed that there are hosts of their lady otherwise called a graphophone, and all those who are.
Will Coolidge lost a valuable cow construction and present condition of
went to Lisbon Falls Saturday to the
ductions of American and foreign
by the Court to have a full discharge from al'
Knox «& Dorr are coming along finely funeral of their
descendants who were built that way. sometimes a talking machine, to Charles
the
11th.
uot
did
sald
the brick house. They
testify, debts provable against his e-tate under
grandmother, Mrs. Gur- Tuesday night,
artists, and are handsomer and of
with Mr. Ethridge's house.
The times have so changed for the better Swan of Bryant's Pond.
bankrupt Acte, exccpt such debts as arc exceptThe Union Circle gave a supper at nor
ney, widow of Iiev. Mr. Gurney, a former
argue, that no new accommodations" ed
better value than can be purchased
law from such discharge.
There is a calendar hanging on the
Nellie F. Harlow has sold a house lot
by
that you can kiss your own wife on the
Hall
Hotel
Mount
Abram
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knows
who
are necessary.
anyNobody
pastor here.
Diited this -tlth day of Feb., Α. I·. Γ.«»·2.
anywhere else.
door rock or on the mouth, ami it won't wall containing the picture of a fine just east of Ε. K. Stevens' store. Joseph
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conditions
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the
HERBERT
The Ladies' Circle gave a supper and evening, the 13th.
about
HAYES,
Bankrupt.
argues
thing
If you wish nnper for but «me
is the pur- entertainment
coet you a cent, after you have been looking young lady, holding in her hand M. Haines from Phillips
W. H. Farnham is in New Hampshire More room is needed—must be had. As
Tuesday evening.
OROEIt OF NOTICE THEREON.
room or a whole house, be sure and
He intends to commence at
gone three years—unless she has applied a card with the words, "Buy the McCor- chaser.
The little son of Mr. Chas. Everett on a business trip.
to the best and most economical way of District of Maine, es.
see these samples before you purBut since she has not sold a once on the erection of a house, with a died
for a divorce for desertion in the mean- mick."
Chas. Hussey has hauled his cord furnishing that room, and at the same
On thl* 15th day of Mar., A. D. 1902, on lead
Tuesday night.
chase.
machine during the ten weeks she has store on the ground floor of it.
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time.
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Hebron Grange held an all day meet- wood to the village for W. H. Crockett. time providing for the increase that may lng the foregoing petition,
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Ordered l>y the Court, That η hearing be had
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It has Wen said that the society of the been there, it might be inferred that she
be expected, there may be and
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day
Apr,
upon the aame
Daughters of the American Revolution is not a first-class saleswoman. She does cellar on his lot Thursday morning, He
newiT,
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are the most
Snow is nearly all gone and mud
is difference of opinion.
190.', before said Court at Portland, In said Disnot seem to be in the least discouraged, proposes to build immediately.
noHis lot
was the first association of wnmen ever
The argument for tearing down and trict, at 10 o'clo- k In the forenoon; and that
Mr. and Mrs. Ο. Ε. Baker and little
plenty. So far a good "sap year" is rethat can be used.
decorations
tice thereof be published In the Oxford Democarries the same faces the Harlow Hill road, and is near
formed for patriotic purposes, but such however, since she
of
the
need
on
ported.
daughter, Elsie May, from Lawrence, building new is based
crat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
is not the fact. Before the war of the rev- smile on her face as when first intro- the corner of the road leading to Roxwith
certain
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in
connection
and
delivered
and
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sold
Allen's.
other
all
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that
persons
They, more room,
Henry Bearce
Mass., are visiting at J. S.
olution patriotic societies of women were duced into the family.
bury.
36 cords of wood this winter and has 8 together with Mr. Allen's family, have defects of more or less magnitude in the Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and «h'»w cause, If «nv thev have, why t o
As strange as it may seem, there is no
H. T. Kichards is going to build two more cut. Herbert Bowman has
formed all over the land, called DaughLittle brick building. Whether these defects
been sick with very bad colds.
helped
prnver of said petitioner should not be gia'nte
Their individual action new case of mumps to report this week, two-story housos on the Etta P. Rich- in the
ters of Liberty.
Court, That
cutting. We call this good evi- Gordon was, at one time, very danger- are such as to make the tearing down of Ai.d It Is further onered by theknown
ards land.
consisted in wearing only garments of so far as known.
cred
dence that graduating from Hebron ously ill with a severe attack of croup. the building the best thing to do, or tbe lerk shall send by mall to all this
order, ad
I
of
said
tors
Aud
now
have
pitltionanl
the
robins
copies
their
concerted
manufacture,
they say
homespun
does not prevent boys from All are better at this writing.
whether there is some better solution of dresse·! to them at their places of residence aAcademy
exertions in gathering in patriotic bands come again, but none are in sight or
EAST HEBRON.
Dealer in Pictures, Picture Frames, Music and Musical Merchandise,
doing any other work that is needed, There is much sickness in town, prin- the problem, looking at the question in sta.ed.
to spin, and the signing of compacts to hearing of this place.
Witness the Hon. Natiian Wkhh, Judge ο
These warm d«ye aie injuring the provided they have a disposition to cipally lung troubles.
Mrs. Augustine all its bearings, is for the voters to deFrames made to order from the largest and
Pianos and Organs.
the »al I Court, and the seal thrreof, at Portlan
drink no more taxed tea. Here is a
More
runners than wheels work.
sleighing.
Powers has been very sick, also Henry cide.
A. D.
In said District, on the 15th day of Mar
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the
of
sample taken from the Boston News
number
at
are out
1901.
This has been an
present.
Stearns and others.
Undoubtedly a large
Misa Grace Swan is working in GreenLetter that will serve for all others.
Α. H DAVIS, Clerk.
Harold Keene has been very sick with
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not had time before town
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exceptionally warm month thus far, but voters had ontto/u
A true copy of p' tltlon anil onler thereon.
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"A number of 33 respectable ladies of wood.
and
is
still
ill.
The snow is nearly gone.
ia bad, especially for Invapneumonia,
weather
quite
such
Attest:
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
Miss
the town (Rowley) met at sunrise with
Amy Bartlett visited at Bryant
Edward Bonney was having a few
Wheels are taking the place of runners lids.
beat solution of the question; but before
»
their wheels to spend the clay at the Pond last week.
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will
in
of
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less
but
those
on
will
the
they
the
streets.
commence
May
Thurston
being
pain,
days
Mr. Jacob
adjourned meeting
Miss Lena Young and a friend from days
house of Rev. Jedediah Jewell in the
are so far followed by more severe disJ. K. Hill mot with a serious accident sawing birch at his mill at the Corner have time to consider the matter fully Id the District i'oiiri uf the United states for |
"
tho District of .Muluo. In Bankruptcy.
laudable design of a spinning match. An Portland visited at her home in this tress.
the only wrapper
I have a larger line than ever and the
IDEAL"
March 11th, while engaged in loading next week.
and prepare themselves to vote intelliJ η the ma'ter of
)
hour before sunset, the ladies there ap- place last week.
Geo. Ramsdell is gaining, and is ex- bolts on a wagon. While placing a bolt
In Bankruptcy.
who has worked in gently.
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Ernest
Allen,
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and
Mr. Leslie Brown from Berlin, Χ. II.,
that has the REAL VALUE in it. The styles,
workmanship are
of llumford, Bankrupt. )
pearing neatly dressed in homespun, a
His mother on the load the team started causing the town, and bas many friends here, has
It costs money to shovel out after a
pected to recover ere long.
To the creditors of Frank Dugm, In the |
polite ami generous repast of American was at Eugene Bean's last Friday.
is at home now.
bolt to slide off, hitting Mr. Hill, and been lately married, and will reside in big snow storm, or repair the damage
of the best.
County of Oxford ηη·1 district aforesaid :
Mr. Sumner Brown was at home from
production was set for their entertainMrs. Everett Pierce and babe are pass- throwing him on to a pi e of bolts, Keene, N. EL, where be has employment done by a freshet, but it has to be done.
Notice Is hereby given that on the 10th «lay of
ment, after which Mr. Jewell delivered Kumford Falls last week.
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to
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Mrs. Olive Bartlett is staying with
was iluly ndjudlcat"d bankrupt, Ami that the ilr^t
a profitable discourse from Horn. XII:2:
and Mrs. Frank Pierce.
Miss Lewis of Porter is visiting her congratulations.
additional school room needed, but meeting;
of hi·» creditors will be helil at the Court
'Not slothful in business, fervent in Mrs. D. W. Cole while Mr. Cole is at
H. B. Phillips' buildings and farm are aunt, Mrs. Gilpatrick, in this village.
we've got to do it. It is not a sectional Hiiuee, In South I'arls, on the itth day of Apr.,
Paris.
we A. D. 1002, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
spirit, serving the Lord'."
The
sense.
in
Mrs. Linscott has returned to her
question
sold, but are still unoccupied. One famany
question
time the mild creditors mav attend, prove their
THF VICE OF NAGGING
This is the way it was put in verse:
have to consider is as to the best and ctalm».
ily intend to move soon from Kumford home in this village. She spent the winGRAFTON.
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt
"Young ladle# Id town and those that lire round.
Clouds the happiness of the home, most economical method of doing it, al- an transact
Falls.
The other family are only to re- ter with her daughter, Mrs. Wesley Cole,
such other business as may properMiss Lena Bailey has been visiting
Let a friend at till* ««aeon advise you,
needs
woman
often
come
before said meetl"g.
but
a
the
that
main during warm weather.
help. ways bearing in mind
in Weston, Mass.
nagging
It will he
plan ly
to my store.
Slu e money's -to ή.·un* an<l time»» grown wurae. friends in town the
I intend to add a dress-making
week.
South I'arls, Mar. 11, 11)02.
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If
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trifles
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Itefcree Id Bankruptcy.
penditure may not be the most
Wear none but your own country linen.
19.
nearly finished hauling their pulp wood.
There is some prospect of Rev. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Warner Kneeland have melancholy, excitable, troubled with cal in the long run. The necessity for
Of economy boast. Let your pride for the tn 'St,
It looks at this writing as if spring
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headache,
can
sleeplessness, ioing something
To «how rlottj of yourowa make and spinning.
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becoming pastor moved to Albany.
hardly
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What If homespun they say le not quite so gay
In the District Court of the United States for
at East Hebron when Kev. L. D. TibNorway Lake Woman's Club will meet constipation or fainting and dizzy reasonable doubt.
As brocades, yet be not in pass!on,
A. F. Brooks has been helping S. P.
the District of M aine. In Bankruptcy.
betts closes his term of labor here. Ile with Miss Ε. M. Partridge March 26th. spells, she needs Electric Bitters, the
For when once It Is known this U much worn In Davis this week on
I h the matter of
)
his
hauling
pulp could not be induced to remain longer,
town
The Mothers' Club will meet with most wonderful remedy for ailing
T^Trtra
WI
I.LI A M ROBE'tTSON,J In Bankruptcy,
LA GRIPPE QUICKLY CURED.
wood.
One and all will cry out 'Us the fashion.
Thousands of sufferers from
women.
of Mexico, Bankruiit.
a change might be beneficial to M re. W. S. Partridge March 19tli.
)
thinking
was
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I
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Robertson,
in Torchon Laces. All widths at ) ( New Ginghams, Muslins and Dirnboth.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Flood and Mr. and female troubles, nervous troubles, backbe
with a severe attack of what C" unty of Oxford and district afo-esald:
Friday to work at carpentering.
Baker Phillips' mother is failing, and Mrs. J. Ε. M are ton were at David Flood's ache and weak kidneys have used it, and aken down
ities for waists and dre.>ses.
To such as will wear London factory.
Notlco Is hereby given that on the loth day of
)
5 cents per yard.
L. Ilewett,
C. T. I'arker lias gone to Newry to
But at Urst sight refuse till e'en such yuuehooae.
become healthy and happy. Try it. Only β called La Grippe," says F.
now requires two to care for her, her Thursday.
Ma'., a. D. 1902, the said Wllllain it ert-.on
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Paris;
Co.,
nearly exhausted,
strength
used was two bot- dr<-t meeting of bis creditors will be held at the
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Even so late in the last century as
mind is a perfect wreck of its former
Noyes Drug Store, Norway, guarantee 'The only medicine I
(.ou t House, In South I'arls, on the
Uth day
les of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It of
when I was a boy, the art of spinning on
Ed Richardson is better.
satisfaction.
MASON
self. She has the best of care, and every
Apr, A. l). l'J02, at 10 o'clock In the
>roke up the cold and stopped the forenoon, at which time the said creditors may
the little wheel and the big wheel had
Mrs. Carrie Marshall is visiting her
Mrs. Arthur Morrill remains about wish possible gratified.
not become one of the lost arts.
We the same.
soughing like magic, and I have never attend, prove their claims, appoint a trustee, exsister, Mrs. W. E. Curtis.
....
F. A. Shurtleff & Co., the enterprising tince been troubled with Grippe." amine the bankrupt and transact such other
ME.
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have seen the old flax break, swingle
H. S. Dow came home March 11th.
BLOCK.
business αβ may properly come before said MAXIM
Mrs. Ernest Morrill is quite poorly.
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Cough Remedy can meeting.
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The drama entitled "Strife" was preSouth Paris, have recently received antow shirts that would wear, and some- this Paris week.
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ilways be depended upon to break up a South Paris, Mar. 11,1902.
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sented on Thursday evening at K. of P.
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medicines.
Circulars describing these rations is use for these ailments. For
the world have their good and gay
the 14th.
In the matter of
)
was
treated by Dr. Brock of
remedies can be obtained of Messrs.
recently
ale
Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Parlin,
ELLIOTT RICH,
M re. Lucy Edwards visited her parents
by
spasms.
J In Bankruptcy,
They keep the world forever
DENMARK.
Portland for appendicitis, and is very
Shurtleff Λ Co., and every stock owner iouth
of
)
Bethel,
Noyee
Bankrupt.
Oxford;
The Great Tonic, Iilood Purifier, Kidney and Liver Cure.
fresh ami forever young.
ind brother this week.
There were
Paris; Stevens,
Mllott
the
creditors
of
Mr. Elwood Pendexter has returned feeble.
To
Rich, Id the
should be interested, as the use of Hood ]
"dames" in those days who really fancied
Store, Norway.
)rug
of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Guaranteed to make you feel better.
Couuty
to his business in Greenwood, Mass.,
Miss Mabel I. Lovejoy of Augusta
Farm Condition Powders, Calf Scour
HARTFORD.
that they ought to have the right to vote
Notice Is hereby glveo that on the 10th day of
the winter here with his nsited friends in Hiram this week.
Cure and other remedies will result in
A. D.
1903. the said Elliott Rich
March,
and to have the management of their having spent
AND
March
after
a
OF
COLDS
DANGER
Died,
9th,
long illness, saving money to the farmers. At Hood
Mr. Eli C. Wadsworth lost one of his
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Pendexter.
was duly abjudicated bankrupt, and that the
Σ
own property.
1 understand that some parents,
Elufus Bryant, aged about 88 years.
LA GRIPPE.
Brat meeting of his creditors will be held at the
A number of robins were seen in this ! îorses by colic Tuesday.
where the remedies
of their daughters have caught on to
in this vicinity have com- Farm, Lowell, Mass.,
Court House, In South Paris, on the 9th day of
The
people
la
The greatest danger from colds and
The town will soon hold a meeting to
13th of March.
were first used there were 87 cases of
to-day,
I·.
at
In
the
place
A.
10o'clock
1902,
forenoon,
April,
that heresy.
menced making maple syrup.
John.
The Nervine Tonic. Renovates the entire system by giving
The ladies' circle met with Mr. and j >rovide for the payment of $1900 of
calf scours in one year, aift, owing to f rippe is their resulting in pneumonia, tt which time the said creditors may attend,
Alonzo Cox has a valuable cow that
a trustee, examine
Mrs. C. F. Sargent Wednesday, and in l own bonds becoming due in April.
the prompt use of the Calf Scour Cure 1 f reasonable care is used, however, and prove their claims, appointsuch
It has cured
that tired
tone to nerves,
other business
ias been very sick, but is better at this
[he bankrupt and transact
The scarlet fever has been confined to
and Digestive Powder, only three calves < Chamberlain's Cough Remedy taken, all u may
Superintendent Sanborn of the Au- ipite of the bad going a large number
properly come before said meeting.
and introwriting.
tens
the
cents.
bottles
c
avoided.
will
be
Among
anger
South Paris, Mar. 11,1902.
were lost from this disease.
This is a
75
many
gusta Insane Asylum has taken precau- irere present. Music, games, etc., were Chômas S. Sargent's house, and is
Arthur Purkis is building a wood and
GEO. A. WILSON.
he ο nier of the evening.
The gentle- abating.
tions against the introduction of small
remarkable record, and we understand c f thousands who have used this remedy
duced
Referee
In
1 :arriage house.
by
Bankruptcy.
The town has settled Wm. A. Cousins'
other breeders report equally good re- * »r these diseases, we have yet to learn
pox into the hospital by issuing an order ι nen provided the supper.
Wm. Hayford will build a barn 46x130
c f a single case having resulted in
Mrs. Maud Witham received the sad t uit for damage on road for 11,000—10
that says, "In view of the prevalence of
suits from the use of these remedies.
pneuhe coming season.
NOTICE.
lonia, which shows conclusively that it
small pox it has been deemed advisable 1 tews of the death of her brother's wife, ] ter cent of the claim.
We are still laid up with the grippe.
11 ι a certain preventive of that dangerous U. 8. Circuit Court, )
to prohibit visiting at the hospital for i irs. Fred Bean of Hiram, after having
There are four state pensioner* in
To Mother· la This T*wa.
Maine district,
j Portland, Mar. 12,1902.
11
ialady. It will cure a cold or an attack Pursuant to tne rules of
the present, but relatives of the patiente 1 ;iven birth to twins Wedneeday after- 1 liram, aged 65, 70, 77, 85; also three
Children who are delicate, feverish and crou
the Circuit Court of
WEST PARIS
trill get Immediate relief from Mother Gray'· 0 f la grippe in less time than any other ( he United States for the District of Maine,
Next Door to Post Office.
will not be restricted from visiting the 1 ιοοη, while at the circle Wedneeday ι ridows, pensioner·, and nineteen vet■tweet Powders for Children. They eleanse toe t reatment.
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March
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South
Shurtleff
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Paris,
Co.,
26-27,
Elixir cures Coughs, Colds and
we
had
by
The new road commissioner, Mr. A.
Some years ago
twenty-four
t^PARLIN'S Warranted
They will not be allowed to visit the
!or admission aa an attorney and counsellor of
itrong and healthy. A certain cnre for worms. ;
he auspices of the Uni vernal is t Good Sold by all dranhta,
Mo. Sample Free. Ad· I arlin, South Pari·; Stevens, Oxford; , laid Circuit Court.
«none over 80 years of age; we now
wards except in case of serious illness of 1 \ Pingree, is quite buay, looking after
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sold.
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I ire·», Allen SToimated, Le Boy, h. T.
Sore Throat
▲. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
/heer Society.
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2 lOyea Drag Store, Norway.
II ave six.
1 he bad places.
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Îtdded th;.t there was a sprinkling of
Indian blood in him, no one would have

CLOTHIER & FURNISHER.
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31MirkftSq.,

acquired
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BLUE

G WILLARD, Principil,
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IN.

County

Spring Suits. Spring Overcoats,
Hats, Shirts, Neckwear.

Deputy

| Just
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F

......
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Noyes Company,
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f W. C. McArdle,
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Wrappers!
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quickest

Prescription Druggist,
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remedy
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Paris, Maine.
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Mrs. Chandler of Aubui
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even-

is a guest at

The Knights of Pythias will hoM a
May ball at New Hall, South Paris.

BAR OFFICERS.

COl'RT OFFICERS.

Presiding.

Henry C. Peabody,

Justice

Hayden,
Ellery C. Park,
James R. Tucker,

Stenographer,
County Attorney.

Charles F. Whitman,
J. A.

Clerk.

j

The Oxford Bar Association at its annual meeting adopted revised by-laws.
The officers chosen were :
Proaident—Ο. R. Holt
Vice-President—I. 8. Wright.
Secretary—C. F. Whitman.
Treasurer—George M. At wood.
Librarian—Walter L. Gray.
Library Committee—A. E. Herrlck, James 8.
Wright, Charles P. Barnes.

NORWAY.

The indictment was found »
stream.
the last October term, and was taken t
The d<
the law court on demurrer.
murrer was overruled by the law court
and Mr. Brown paid a fine of |5 and $
costs.
William Howe of Woodstock paid $10
fine and $10.7e*cost8 as common sellei
and two indictments for single sal

CHUKCHKa.

Congregational Church, Bo v. B. 8,
Hideout, Pastor- Preaching service Sunday,
10:40 A. M.; Sabbath School, 12.Ό0 κ.; Men'i
Prayer Meeting at β 30; Social Meeting, 7:13 p.
regular weekly Prayer Meeting, Thursday
evening; T. P. S. C. E. Meeting Friday even
Second

in* 7 30.

Unlversallst Church,
Angel),
against him were continued.
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday, at 10 3d
of Rumford Falls
Napoleon
Sturgeon
Business meeting of the Good Cheer
A. «.; Sabbath School, 12 M.; T. P. C. U.
THE
BAR
BANQUET.
II. E. Hammond,
Deputy as Crier.
indicted for breaking and entering ai meeting, 7 Λ0 p. M.
Wednesday afternoon of this week.
Librarian.
Walter L. Gray,
Methodist Church. Rev. Β. Γ. Flckett, Pastor.
Thirty members of the bar, with sev- unused building in the daytime, wa
officers
as
invited
the
eral
of
Preaching -ervlce, 10.·SO λ. M.; 8abbath School,
John Yates is now employed at Au- W. A. Barrows,
county
Messenger.
into court, and F. X. Belleau ο
12.-00 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.Ό0 p. M.;
brought
a
fine
at
sat
down
to
banquet
burn. and his family have moved from
Garbed in silken robe (the first time guests,
Le wis ton appeared in his behalf. In cod prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meet
South Paris to Bethel.
that innovation has appeared in this BeaPs Hotel, Norway, Tuesday evening. sideration of the fact that Sturgeon ha< lnar. Friday evening.
Hon.
after-dinner
exercises
At
the
Baptist Church, lie v. E. 8. Cotton, Pastor.
been in jail awaiting this term of cour
Sabbath School,
Ν. Dayton Bolster A Co. have con- county) Judge Peabody entered the
Preaching service, 10 3») A.
George D. Bisbee presided as toast- for about four months, and of his previ 11:0011. Prayer Meeting Sunday evening 7 p. u,
tracted for a 40-light Victoria acetylene court room promptly on time Tuesday master.
were made by Judge
Speeches
ou8 good record, the case was continue·
morning, the sheriff announced "Court!"
BTATfcD MEKTIMOS.
gas plant for their store.
of
formal proclamation was made, and the Peabody, who was the special guest
for sentence.
F. Λ A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford J.odyc

Sheriff.

S.
March term of Supreme Judicial Court honor, Hon. A. S. Kimball, Hon. J.
Timothy Connors of Rumford Fall
Wright, Hon. John P. Swasey, Col. E. F. was also brought in. Connors appealec
was open.
A.
J.
P.
Charles
Stearns, from the Rumford Falls Municipa
Barnes,
party Wednesday evening.
Prayer was offered by Rev. W. E. Smith,
The Hon. A. E. Herrick, Hon. John S. Har- Court on a sentence of thirty days fo
Kev. Mr. (Jaskin of Mechanic Falls Brooks, I). I)., of South Paris.
and
H.
C.
Davis
Judge G.
low, Judge
he had been in jai
will preach in New Hall next Sunday grand jury was called, and all eighteon W. Johnson. The affair was a most intoxication, and as
were
answered
to
their
names.
about five months waiting to prosecuti
They
usual
hour.
afternoon at the
will
of
what
inauguration
sent to their room to proceed with their satisfactory
his appeal, County Attorney Park con
Miss Anna Crooker has returned from portion of the court work, and the trav- probably become a permanent feature.
sidered that he had been sufficiently
her school at Poland, and is again with erse juries were then empaneled as folA NUISANCE SUIT.
punished, and moved to nol pros thi
her sister, Mrs. Walter !.. Bonney.
and Connon
which was done
lows:
The first case of the term went on case,
walked out.
FIRST JUEY.
The personal property belonging to
trial Wednesday morning—William GrafY try 11 P. OeC outer, BuckQeld, Foreman
Hanuibal C. Howe's estate was sold at
It is an action
fam vs. John Summers.
DIVORCES.
Lewie C. Λ ker». a n<lover.
auction Saturday afternoon by Albert D.
of damages for maintenance of a nuiFred H. Bartlett Stoneham.
Several divorce cases have been hearc
Park.
The plaintiff, Graffam, occupies
sance.
Henry X. Burhank Hiram.
during the week, but decrees hav<
Dennis W. Cole, Bethel.
t house at Rumford Falls, and on the
been issued in only these three cases:
Mrs. Urintill Stuart and Miss Olive M.
seth I. Day. Porter.
lots
are two houses rented by
B
Sumner
tdjoining
George
Stuart are in
Fo-ter,
Boston for a few days,
Albert 8. GoMimlth. libelant, vs. Susie R
lives in Portland) Goldsmith. Cruel and nhuslve treatment
G. Gammon, Norway.
;he
defendant
Flbrldge
(who
where Miss Stuart is purchasing her
George H. Gleaeon. Mexico.
>ne of which has been used as a board- Custo ly of minor ch'ldto mother.
Frank H. Hill, Parte
Green'eaf.
spring millinery.
Swasey.
One privy has been used for
ns house.
H. S. Howard. Hartford.
I.lnnle Α. Λ11»η va George A. Allen. Grout
lrvln C. Kidder, Peru.
>oth the Summers houses, and this
Judge Peabody and Stenographer
«η I
habite of Intoxication and crue
SECOND JURT.
Hayden, with several of the attorneys of
>rivy, which was only about fifteen feet: in conflrme<l
nbuMve treatment Cu«tody of minor chlM
f Howard Lane, Parle, Foreman.
the county, are domiciled at the Anrom the kitchen windows of the Graf:o mother, with alimony at 9lu per monih
Λ
Willie
Lucae, Canton
Fife.
drews House during court.
am house, was the nuisance complained
Hastings.
|
Frank Mai tin. Kuinford.
if. A very unsavory condition of things
•I. M. Newell,Gl!e*·?.
Mary F. Rldlon, libelant, re. Lewie A. KM Ion
Mrs. Howe and Henry and Miss DeFrank C. Shaw, Waterford.
vas testified to, and it was shown that Desertion.
Motte left for Boston this Monday mornGeorge L Sn lth. Hanover.
Hastings.
he board of health had several times
Chat* F. Starl'l'd, Oxford.
ing. Miss l.eighton will have charge of
>een called upon to abate the nuisance,
The trial list for this week is:
Ned I Swin. Woodstock.
the store during Mrs. Howe's absence.
its
L.
Greenwood.
entire
Allilon
ind had finally compelled
Tul>bs,
MONDAY.
re-1
Hor.itlo *. Upton. Bethel
nova).
Mt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge will visit
Standard Sewing Machine Co vs. W. II.
George K. W«iker, Norway.
was
Mr.
Parker
case
conducted
The
Ouward Lodge at West l'a is Tuesday
by
Brldghnm.
Preston B. Waller, Lovell.
Β ldgham.
Wilson A Gray.
if Bisbee A: Parker for the plaintiff, and
Tbev will go up on the reguevening.
J. A. Jones of Fryeburg, Charles II.
After the
for
the
defence.
tfr.
lar evening train and the Norway train VfcKeuzie of
TUESDAY.
Swasey
and George P.
Kumford,
riaintifTs case was in, Mr. Swasey moved
will go up to bring them home after the
William N. McCrellls vs. Eastern Miner»]
Stanley of Dixtield had been excused
Co.
nonsuit, on the grounds that Mr. < "oli.r ISlsbee
lodge.
irevious to the openin·» of court, and
Λ Parker.
iummers was not the owner of the
Hale, Belcher A Hale.
Seorge L. Smith of Hanover was ex-1
cusen alter being empaneled on account
Char'ee F. Pen!ev νβ. eamo.
that
liis
it
of the owner,
appearing
■Same coun-el.
of the urgent need of attending to his agent
the title; that the creator of
As this left a vacancy on tlie wife holds
business.
WEDNESDAY
was not the owner but the
the
nuisance
panel, the sheriff was instructed to reInhabitant» of Anilorer \r. Inhabitants of Oxwas guilty
and
that
the
plaintiff
tenant;
for· I.
turn a talesman, and by summary proof contributory negligcnce in making no
Hnzen.
Wright.
cess A. F. Andrews of Norway, who was
his premises from the
effort
to
protect
TIIL'KHDAT.
fitting in the court room, was made a
The motion for
overflow of tlie privy.
Moms R. Cobnrn vs. Henry Livçll.
juror in about two minutes' time.
non-suit was argued at considerable
derrick A Park.
Wright.
About thirty of the members of the
on both sides, the attorneys quotlength
Ph lie I.. 8he<l<l νβ. -Inotu·* I. Millet'.
Oxford bar ami a number of visitors
in support of
Smith.
Λ. J. Stearin.
The remainder of the ing numerous authorities
were present.
Judge PeaFRIDAY.
forenoon was occupied in the call of the their respective positions.
A
settlement
the
motion.
denied
John R Clint vu. Dora C. Gammon.
docket, from which a trial list of twenty- body
was then made by the parties,
Wa'ker A Knoclan·!.
After dinner of the case
tive cases was made up.
II ckl*ert. Λ. J. Steams.
and
it
was withdrawn from the jury.
|
about an hour was occupied in assigning
A. C I'ow νβ. II. R. Keene an«l trusts.
t he cases.
SMALL VS. THOMPSON.
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Morton entertained a number of fiiends at a whist

.»

λ ii f..r α few
lays in the interest uf
liebekah Journal.

Atwood.

Rev.

Caroline E.

18, in Masonic Hull, Friday Evening on or
fuilmonn. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
No. 29, attee nblcs Wednesday Evening, ou or
befor· full moon. Oxford Council, '5. A 8. M.,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
So.

It*fore
full

moon.

I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodgr—Regular meeting
li 0<ld Fallows' Hall, every Tuesday Evening.
H'lldey Encampment, No. 81, meets In odd
Fellows' Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Evenings of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge,
No. 58, meets on tlrst and third Friday of each

month.
Κ of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway iilock
every Thuradav Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyce
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33, P. S., second
au 1 fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange llall.
G. A. R.—Harry Ruet Post, No. M, meet* In
N'cw G. A. R. -fall on the first Tuesday Evening
of each month.
W. R.C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon.

day evening.
Ν. E. O. P.—Lake-lde Lodge, No. 177, meets In
Sew G. A. R. Hall, on the ilrot and third Wed·
nee'av evenings of each month
Ο U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
treeing.
IT O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
month.
C. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
-.ach month

Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Stearns entertained
the whist club on Wednesday evening of
this week.
Ε. E. Hastings, Esq., and Seth W.
Fife, Esq., of Fryeburg, were at the
Beat's Hotel during the week.
Both the Elm and Beal's hotels arc
filled with attorneys, with their clients
and witnesses, who are attending the
March term of court at South Taris.
Dr. Herman L. Barllett, Dr. Frank N.
Barker and Dr. Bial F. Bradbury are all
candidates for the position on the board
of IJ. S. Tension Examining Surgeons to
till the vacancy caused by the death of

■

Brings has been urante«l

a

.,>«·

at New Hall Tuesday
of this week.

Assembly

SOUTH PARIS.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

Harry S. Dow of Sumner is visiting at
Dr. C. L. Buck s.

OPERA HOUSE
NORWAY,

WEEK,

FULL

ONE

March 24 to 29

Don't this "W arm Weather make
you feel the need of a new spring
Wμγγοτ0
I have

of
Women's Relief Corps.

know and

only

The World's
Glass Blowers,

Children

}

Club Tickets,
Four Admissions,

10

only $1.73.

Shirt Waist Suits for afternoon.

cts

trimmed
One lot Blouse front, rutile
in. flouncc,
waists, very wide skirt, 10

50c.

very pretty,

For sale by members of Organization In
advance only.
Doors open at 7:30.
Commence* at 8 o'clock
Electilc Car to South I'urls after show.

Matinee and

Biby

M.

Show

Saturday

at 2:30,

HENRY WALSH, Manager.
NOTICE.

Γη the District Court of the United State» fo·
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
1
in the matter of
In Bankruptcy,
LEWIS L. DENISM,
of Kumforil, Bankrupt. )
To the
creditors of Lewi·» L. Denlsli,
In the County of Ox fori ami district aforesaid
Notice Is hereby given that on the 15th day of
March, A. D. 190Î, the sal'l Lewis I.. DenMi
was <luly
bankrupt, an>l that the first
meeting of Ills creditors will beheld attheCourt
House, In South I'arle, on the nth «lay of
\pril, A. D. 1M-, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,
it which time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, uppol.it a trustee and
transact such other business as may proper'V come before said meeting.
South Purls, March 15th, liio·».
GEO. A. WILSON,
Beferee In Bankruptcy.

only $1.25.

we have
These are only a few of what
before
stock, come in and see tliem
will want one.
you buy, and you

in

Tbe£&y/«w£r Wrapper

THOMAS SMILEY.
Eatteru

Telephone

Norway,

Connection.

Mo.

adjudicated

FUK>

THE TOP COAT
during the spring months

OÛiJÛi!

and

Dr. Hill of Bethel.
her
Mrs. E. F. Smith is visiting
One pair Bay ΙΙογκγν, nice
parents, Capt. and Mrs. A. D. Alexander,
weeks.
workers, eight and nine years
few
it
for
at Richmond,
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One lot Percale Brand, trimmed cap
sleeve, very full skirt, 10 in. flounce,
all good color and pretty patterns,

3-HOURS OF AMUSEMENT-c
cts.

will you

so

women

One lot pretty medium light Print,
full
ruffle trimmed, Bishop sleeve, very
skirt, 10 in. flounce, only §1.25.

Concert Vaudeville,

20

many

skirt,

Popular Musical Specialties,
Social Dancing Every Night.

Admission

try

as

One lot Pure Indigo and Silver Greys,
Braid trimmed, Bishop sleeves, wide
10 in. tlounce, only -81.00.
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rail· to Hoatore Ο ray
Notwithstanding the fact that the wholesale
Mr. Whitlow.
i
ν »i Solo—Select»··!.
^JWlNever
was
circumwas
t
he
very
given
receipt
Ualr to It· Youthful Color,
In Hebron, March 16, Peter J. Setchanoff, aged
When her voodman's echoes of praise
MaO'lo'tn Club.
A I'ay In the * «l oclicM,
If members of the "Hay Fever Assoacquaintance with Mr. Ludden, while stantial.
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wave
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from
the
Came up
years.
Glee Club
Rubbers has advanced, we shall continue to sell them
H'jney, 1 Want YerNow,
ciation" would use Dr. King's New Disspeaking of him as iu many ways a diaIn Illram, March 12, Mrs Fred Mean.
In the ringing sound of his ax.
This case was tried last October, and
PART II.
mond in the rough, testitied to his man;
In Rumford Falls March 12, lnfiint child of
covery for Consumption, the club would
This
a
the
ways that she trod.
9
months.
the
Humble
about
disagreement.
t·
jury
reported
lee
Club
the Keller with the Drum,
excellent qualities as a lawyer and a
for $2.75 and $3.00, the same old price, but all new
to pieces, for it always cures this Henry Nelson, aged Ebcnezer K.
With patience that none may tell;
March 6,
Hopkins, aged
Man-Mln Club
In
time they were able to agree in less than go
IWtiln·! the ItouoiU,
the kind that 78 Peru,
man.
Asthma,
Under attlietlou's ro<l.
Mr l>avM.
malady—and
He;»· llnij— SeU Cte· !,
an hour, and reported a verdict for the
I years.
If you need a pair you cannot do better than to
Hon. James S. Wright spoke par
Winning the smiles of Uod,
Mr. HunnewoU.
battles the doctors—it wholly drivec
Maii'loltn Solo— Se Ice led,
of $43.4».
will resume teaching on the
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[H>Ing her life-work well.
Thousands of onct
Sailing the (K rao,
from the system.
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Swasev
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two stores
GUITAI
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The tale of her life Is now tolil.
which is commonly known as "hors*
euflerere from Consumption, We Do all Kinds of....
BANJO, MANDOLIN
buy here. More kinds, more stock than any
Walter L. Gray, who retired from the
conducted the case for the plaintiffs. hopeless
We turn Its leav s tenderly o'er.
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LOCKJAW FROM COBWEBS.
inonial gracefully.
To say that he h consisting of the World's Glass Blowers, and good deeds.
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prices,

H. B. FOSTER,

Bor«e,
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HARNESS!

HARNESS!

|

Spring

pair

buy.

prices

prices

My

JAMES N. FAVOR, Prop.,

V^dict

ant"

MEN WANTED

A^partial

SOUVENIRS

COLORS,

WOOD,
aquarelles,

Auburn,

Auction !

Libby, Norway, Maine.
5000 Rolls New

Miss

|

>

Wednesday, March 26, 1902,

r„OXJ,M0»atMntivn i8,
«J1?11*

>

Wall

sheep.

S?î®n0 te8t* h,i8

Paper and Borders!

New Patterns, Correct

Low in Price.

Never

goods

Spring Stock

spring,

N.

..

ting

Carpets

South Paris, Maine.

Men's Kubber JJoots

daUj^

$2.75 and $3.00.

price

CHARLES S. LEWIS

CASTORIA
The Kind You Have Always Bought
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Compound

rMawfu^aaMmbly?'
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Extract of

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
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A.

Celery

approved
Vegetable Kingdom.
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drugs

give

SHURTLEFF & CO.,

£

—

Til lUnd You Han Alaajs Sought

goods.

NORWAY,
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eiS5.n Nutt.',Ue

buildings.
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Dayton Bolster & Co.
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Styles and

NEW MUSLIN
received.

UNDERWEAR just

NIGHT ROBES from 50 cts. to $3.37.
Other Garments
goods

accordingly.

purchasing.

Ladies' and Children's Ferris Health
Waists.
MRS. E. A. HOWE,
South Paris, Me.

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

ARTS PILLS
;BEECHnight

will make you,
at
•feel right, act ricjht and look

; taken

ι right They cure Constipation.
itwcc

South Paris.

f

A LOW PRICE

Pianos and Organs,
Piano Stools,
Covers

—

Books.

to close out

Reasonable Prices.
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■
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STOPPED FREE
bj
KLINE'S fiREAT

P«riranentl, Cur«d

Ν

h*

m

mil

•••uw

We

u4

headquarters

are

for

Harrows, Corn Planters, Cultivators, &c.

Spading and Spring-tooth
are

also

Harvesting Machinery.

Walter A. Wood

Key

A. W. Walker Ac Mou,

Main·.

Pari·,
11.Mil.

BAUER'S
Are the Beat reined ν for Colds, Headache and Grippe. They break up a Cold
quicklv, move the bowels gently, carrying off fever and other poisonous matter
from the system. Guaranteed to cure.
"
In
Try them. 25 ccutd. For sale by

and disobeyed your mother's
order
you were punished.
λΥ nether you are lw>y or man,
it' you disobey the laws of
Motlu r Nature <he will punish
you. Indigestion is one way
of doini; it, and if you are l>e-|
in<: punished and it hurts, take
the Trus "L. F." Atwood's Bitters.
A tew doses will stop the pain.

SALESMEN WANTED

F. A.

our

Interest»

ox fori 1 ami accent eounUee.
Salary
.VMress
commission
THE VICTOR OIL COMPANY,
Cleveland, Ohio.

ShurtlefT A Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's 1'oud,
Ori· Stevens, Oxford.

or

m ONE DOLLAR
You Can Secure a Set of

IN

Superb

30

!

Kind sir. I fear thee'd soon be

And then my temper would be ·····.
MB.

"I owe my whole life to Burdock
spread thin slices of entire wheat bread BloodtBitters. Scrofulous sores covered
with butter, then with the sugar soften- {my body. I seemed beyond cure. Β. B.
A sprinkle of browned B. has made me a perfectly well woman."
ed with cream.
and chopped almonds will improve it. Airs. Chas. Hutton, Berville, Mich.
This will be a dainty acquisition for the
afternoon tea or the picnic lunch.
Possession of your house is nine
points of the mother-iulaw.
MAPLE CREAM.

!

Octavo Volumes.

Kind sir. If papa prove ········,
········»
How. then, could I thy heart
HE.

Mix two tablespoonfuls of maple sugar
into the unbeaten whites of three eggs;
stir constantly while adding two cupful»
of hot milk; fill wet custard cups twothirds full with this mixture, and bake
them about thirty minutes; when cold
turn them out on a pretty glass dish,
sprinkle them generously with maple
sugar, and surround with whipped
Of course, these should be set
cream.
in a pan of hot water to bake.

Dear maid, and dost thou not

Such

··** '·"

we

can"··"·?
SHE.

·····

Then thou canst say. "Dear priest.
us!"
And I In turn, "Dear judge. ·*·*·!"
No. 57.—Double Acroatlc.

My primais si>ell places of instruction

and uiy linuls what are learned there.
Crosswords (of equal length): 1. Spirit. 2. Tu quote. 3. Fiuished edges of
garments. 4. Lyric poems. 5. One of
the United States. 0. To lend. 7. Great

MAPLE CUSTARD PIE.

\o. 5*.—Enigma.
the center of gravity, hold a
capital situation in Venice, and as 1
am foremost In every victory am allowed by all to be Invaluable. I have
three companions in vice and could
uame three who are in love with me.
But It Is in vain for you to seek me, for

payable

in small

place.

gate that takes away.
gate that alleviates.
gate that chastises.
gate that smokes.

Our life down here la cursed—
The man who sings the loudest I·
The man who sings the worst.

monthly payments.

Key to the Puaaler.
No. 45.—Beheadments: 1. C-one. 2.
P-row. 3. T-rifle.
No. 46.-Syllable Building: 1. Gar.
gar-oet. 2. Gar-fleld. 3. Gar-pike. 4.

PRICES AND TERMS:
(

LOTH, $45.00 (formerly $64.50),
per

month thereafter.

$1.00 down and $3.00

hrvT-r MOROCCO, $60.00 ίformerly $Q4.50^, $2.90 down
r.nd $4.00 per month thereafter.
SHEEP, $75.00 (formerly $98.50), $3.00 down and $5.00 per
month thereafter.
For iurthcr particulars call

on or

addf

ïss

Gar den. 5. Gar-land. 6. Gar-rlck.
No. 47.—Concealed Word Square: 1.
Erase. 2. Raven. 3. Avert. 4. Serve.
5. Enter.
No. 48.

prv

GATARiÎH

In all its etugta there
ahould be clean..ae- j.

0

«ΟΓΤη

ΡΑΚΙ*, .Η κ.

tUe diiea-cd isieai >r.i:.9.
»
11 carts catar rh a:. I il.
«» 17 a cold iu the L->.d

1

Imp-olltlc.

Bkkchak's

3. Imp-ortance.

Pills will illepel the "bluee."

ptarod Into the nostrils, spreads
the sicmbrane and is absorbed. Relief ia imm< diatc aii'i a cure follow». It ia not drying—do··
D»t produce sneezing. Large Sue, 50 eenta at Drug·
gi. ;·» or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 ceau by maii.
fcLY BKOTUKBS, 54 Warren Street, New York
Cream Balm is

over

TUS

The staunch ami elegant *·teamen*, "Gov.
Din >rley" ana "Bay HUÏe" alternately
leave
franklin Wharf, Portland, anil Ind'a Wharf.
Roeton. at 7.00 P. M
ilally, Sunday· excepte·!.
There MNM meet every demand of modern
tfeamehlu service In safety, speed, comfort and

TOY GRAPH0PH01E.

luxury or traveling.
Through ticket* for Providence, Lowell,
-Vorceeter. New York. etc.
J. V. LI SCO Μ Β, General Manager.
T. M. Rartieti, ν gent.

Kodol

Dyspepsia Cure

BUMS Greatest Entertainer
Digests what yon eat.
lost Fasuatm of all Toyi, rhi9
preparation contains all of the
A TOY ORAPHOPHONE
PUTS !U*0 HI SIC

HHAIS NOIWI GOOSC RlfYMIS

Send $1.50 and the TOY will be
delivered expressage prepaid.

j

Dirti all stomaoh tniM»·

164 Tremont St., BOSTON.

bargain.

Prepared only by Ε. Ο. ΙΛ W itt A Co., Chlcaa·

Tl£^teXUec<>fll"ln»t*'.Imeetbeiflc·

every box of th·

Bromo-Quinine
cold

remedy that

«-uro·

u

g*nuin·

τ»)»·*·

«ne

ttoj

Love is blind. That ie why so many
women marry men to reform them.

tutes.

F. A.

Shurtleff

Stevens, Oxford.

Λ Co.

Orin

RIAGE CEREMONIES.

bride is still outside the door, nor can
bhe enter until she has placed two
loaves of bread beneath her arms and
taken a bottle of wine into her hands.
With these emblems she at length
crosses the threshold of her future
home. At the first meal of the newly
married pair bread and wine must be
taken by both to denote that thenceforward all they have shall be equally
divided between tbem and that their
married life shall be passed in unity

und fidelity.
A Russian wooing culminates in the
betrothal feaet, at which the bride elect
in return for a long tress of hair which
she has given to the bridegroom receives bread and salt and an almond

cake.
In Holland If α young man le In love
with a girl nnd wishes to ask her hand
lu marriage he buys a small sweet
cake and, wrapping It up In soft paper,
proceeds to the house of his inamorata.
He Is ushered Into the midst of the
family circle. Without a word he
walks up to the young lady and lays
the cake on the table before her. The

retft of the family affect not to notice
anything unusual and continue their
work or their reading. The young mun
turns uslde and talks to the father or

mother on some very ordinary subject,
keeping his eyes eagerly fixed on the
girl while he is conversing. If she accepts his offer, she takes up the cake
If she is a coquettish
and eats it.
damsel, she tortures the young man by
turning It over and playing with it before she decides to taste it and then enraptures him by eating it to the ItfM
crumb.
If, ou the other hand, she
wishes to have nothing more to do

usually

α precaution made necessary by
the explosives stored away in their
are
magazines. But these safeguards
seldom seen on α merchant vessel, and,
of the
judging by the extreme rarity
struck,
cases where they have been

make

and has been made under his perits

infancy.
supervision since
(7^sonal
Allow no one to deceive you in this.

"
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good" are but
and
endanger the health of
Experiments that trifle with

What is CASTORIA

piece

PareCastoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil,
It is Pleasant. It
and
Soothing
Syrups.
goric, Drops
other Narcotie
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
Worms
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys

plained.

Full of Hole*.

Mnnhnttnn

Manhattan Island is like

an

I

Children—Experience against Experiment.

Infants and

vesafter it has been converted Into a
exsel's mast is yet to be satisfactorily

enor-

and Wind
and allays Feverisliness. It cures Diarrhoea
cures
Constipation
Troubles,
Colic. It relieves Teething
the
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates
natural
and
sleep.
healthy
Stomach and liowels, giving
Friend.
The Children's Panacea—The 3Iotlicr's

coal mine, with intricate galleries and apartments underground.
large group of curious subterranean
at
rooms and passages Is to be found
out
the fool of Broadway, extending
allaterally to the east and west. An
follows
most continuous line of them
Broadway. Several of the banks and
trust companies have oilices titled up
below the crowded sidewalks, where

mous

CASTORIA

GENUINE

of clerks work silently, unmindful of the rush and turmoil above their
heads. In the safe deposit vaults built
below the pavements of Broadway,
Wall, Nassau and Broad streets are
sestored millions of dollars' worth of

ALWAYS

rows

Tie Kind You Haye Always Bought

curities, over which the crowds hurry
all day heedlessly.
The pessimist calls attention to tne
fact that the man whose credit Is the
best really needs no credit at all. He
Port.
can pay cash.—Saturday Evening

In Use For Over 30 Years.
NEW YORK CrTV.
TMC CCNTAUR COMPANY, TT HURMf STRICT,

Maine
Made

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Played

Tinware

r-V

$

Ar.vonr. soniliiic a itclrli ui4 liotcrinllon mny
wurllier mi
nioUlf ns'L-rt 11 o:r «.piiii n fico
UTcr.tinn Is prtihnl<!jr patentable. Communlra.
l'aι ring
loi. Plrlctly of>nUilo:i(l;i!. Iliuullmokon
■cut :π·«. (tMist nji'i ; for ρ<·γιιπιι>τ putent*.
P::<.:uia takon tliKiui.ii Mur.:i A Co. reçoive
iiutic, without clinr^o, iu tuo
>

qt.
2 qt.
ioqt.
12 qt.
ι qt.
ι

qxruil

That "played eut"—"done up" feeling makes life miserable for every
sufferer from Kidney ills, backaches,
headaches and urinary troubles, pamfol and annoying.

Sc^ific Jatacritaii.

I ir.:r*t nr.
hnniljomply 'lîn«tm*"Ί wcohlr. Ί'«·πι>».
|:i a
■Iiimlori .if iitiy arleniiiir J>«ir-,al. newclenler*.
Κυ!ι1
Oyall
rmmttia,
tl.
fmir
year:
A

& Co.3®'8-"·1-"· Kew York
MUNS
branch Ofl'.co. l"25 F PU Wasblutftun, I). C.

Doan's
Kidney Pills

STAND FOR SALE.

betes.

Γ1

sale*

For
by all druggists; 50 cents.
ter-MUburu Co., Buffalo, Ν. Ï.

Fos-

wor

cents.

15 cents.

pails,

cents.

25

cents.

pails,

6 cents.

clippers,

s

10 cents.

giv-! you
in this lot.

new on

some

id*a of

/ bout

$300

sale.

Hobbs' Variety Store
NORWAY, MAINE.

SLEIGHS!
Dcwcriptlon·

Come and

has arrived.

see

tliem.

H. P. MILLETT,

a

SOITTU PARIS. MAINE.

CHURCH STREET,

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER,
for flxly year* the NEW-YORK WEEKLY TIUBUSK ha·
lieen a natioii.il weekly m w*ii»|ier, rc-"l «'mont entirely by farm
en·, ntiil lint enjoye·! tlie conllilcuce ami β: pport of the Amer.can
people to a decree never attained l>y any clinliar publication.

A

TUB

NF.W-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER

The Ur^t
I- nia-le absolutely for f riiiern ami their famille*.
iinmU'r wan l-mueil N«.y. 7th, l!»«l.
I very ilej artm nt of agricultural Im'uiMr) lâ covered by »i>erl.tl
contribua rn wlii are trailer* In their re?|>eetlvc line», a-··! ti e
I ·■ KM Kit will be In every renne, a high cla»·», up to
TUH'i
lilurtratri
(taie, il*e, rnteiiiiielDfc agrleiltunil paper.
with pli'ture-t ot live * <>< k, in ilel farm bull Ιηχι* ami home», agricultural machinery, etc.
Kuriiier*' wives H,,ne ami daughters will Un i upcc'at page» for
tlu'lr enteituinnieiit.
Regular prl. e. #1 no per vear, but vou can buy *t with your
favorite home weekly new paper, ΤίΙΕ OXKOKU I» MUCKVT,
one year for l-' mi.
îm-ihI rour loil-criptlon·» ami money to ΤΙΙΕ UXKOUD DEMOCRAT, South Paris, Me.

NEW

profntelr

OLD
PAPER

ELIXIR

TIME'S

Every

10

cans,

20

prie
h

more

milk cans,

This will

the

SLEIGIIS!
Of

milk

but

qt. clippers,

2

The Mechanic Kails House, in Me·
cltanic Falls village. Two and one half
stories, 1'! rooms. Stable 40x40 feet,
oticw ill accommodate twenty horses,
half acre of land, with large garden.
I'art of
Will positively he sold at once.
purchase price can he left on mortgage
if desired. Imjuire of John Whitman,
South 1'aiis, or Ε. Λ. Faunce, Mechanic
Kalis.

bring new life and activity, remove
from
the pain and cure the cause,
diacommon backache to dangerous

cheap

Not quite so
durable.

•fin
ΤΠΛΟΕ MARKS
*DcâlGNS
Copyrights &c.

Out.

kets.
Bride pudding is the uame of the
piece de resistance served at a Norse
peasaut wedding. This Is not brought
on the table until the last day of the
festivities, three or Ave days being

to

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signatnre of

Jack's claim that he is safer on the
an electricocean than on shore during
al disturbance must be admitted.
It is a well established theory thrt
should
one caught in a thunderstorm
not take shelter under a tall tree, especially if it stands in a clearing. Why
lightning should strike an isolated
of timber on shore and spare it

In Holland wedding caudles are given
—"bruid zuikers" tbey are called.
They are passed around by children
and are served In flower trimmed bas-

given up to feasting and merrymaking.
The appearance of the bride pudding
FOU THE COMPLEXION.
Is the signal of dismissal, and at t^e
The complexion suffers from biliousof the feast the guests say fareclose
Little
DeWitt's
ness or constipation.
keep the liver and bowels well. presenting at the same time their
J Early Risers
healthy, and remove the cause of such gifts, which consist of cash. Tills the
bride receives, the bridegroom presentI troubles.
each donor with a glass of wine.
Two men never come to blows unless lug
Partaking of two tiny glasses of wine
and foolish at the same
are

one

ors,

with her admirer, she puts it back on
the table. The young man takee up
the cake and, with u "Vaarvoal byza·
uieu," leaves the house. The matter is
then kept a profound secret by both
families, and the outer world never
bears of It. In place of a wedding cake

augry

exposed,

Builders' Finish !

Nrnil jour iinine ami aiMi-ma to the WKIV«Y()ltH
free
Tit I It I MC FA It >f Kit, AirwYork C Uy, «nd a
niiiiiplr ropy «vlll Ik uinllrd to you

VIVIAN

W.

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

Samuel Richards,

Lowest Prices in the

Expert

Cameras and Photo

Optician.

Optician.

County.

Supplies,

Wholesale and Retail.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

Wanted.

a

marble slab

or

large platter slightly

DANGERS OF PNEUMONIA.

nearly

A COLD
FOR THK JACK WAX PARTY.
PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS
Boil clear syrup without stirring, until
but never follows the use of Foley's
Honey and Tar. It stop· the cough, it brittles in water, then pour it over
heals and strengthens the lungs and snow. Crackers and olives should be
affords perfect security from an attack passed with the snow pans just to take
of pneumonia. Refuse substitutes. F. A. the edge off the sweet.
Coffee, too, is
Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford. good.—Woman's Home Companion.
For the long race in matrimony you
can bet your money with perfect eafety
on the little woman who knows all about
buckwheat cakes and good soups.

but as a matter of rectbut is least fruitful in disastrous results. As a rule few precaua
tions are taken to guard against
in tbo
stroke of lightning, especially
merchant service. Sbips of war are
fitted with lightning conductIs

ner

ord It ie

is all the ceremony necessary
marriage In some Chinese provinces,
E. W. CHANDLER,
PRACTICALLY STARVING.
provided a quantity of lireworks are
Mix two tablespoonfuls of maple sugar
"After using a few bottles of Kodol I set off. These are to wake the "great
with one-half cupful of tapioca; either
relief Joss" from his sleep that he may witsoak this in cold water for an hour or Dyspepsia Cure ray wife received
use the instantaneous kind, add a tiny from a chronic case of stomach trouble," ness the ceremony.
I will furnleh DOORS and WINDOWS of any
insurance
piece of butter and one quart of hot says J. R. Holly, real estate,III. "Before I At a Hebrew wedding man and wife Size or Style at reasonable prices.
milk; cook this in a double boiler until and loan agent, of Macomb,
sip from one cup of wine, symbolizing
it thickens, then add three beaten eggs, using Kodol's Dyspepsia cure she could
the Joys and pain of
She is now participation Ιμ
if lu want of any kind uf Finish for Inside or
a dash of cinnamon, and turn into a not eat without suffering.
life. The emptied goblet Is Oubilde work, eend In your order* I'lne Lumearthly
well buttered pudding dish and brown entirely cured."
for < ash.
on the floor and crushed Into a ber nml Shingles on hand Cheap
placed
ia the oven; serve either hot or cold
the
bridegroom,
thousand
by
pieces
and Job Work
with maple nugar and cream.
Long tongues in men are a sign of
shows that be will put his
what long ears are in quadrupeds—don- who thus
MAPLE JUNKET.
Matchcd Hard Wood Floor Hoards for »alo.
the
enter
that
evils
on
all
may
foot
Dissolve one tablet of junket (junket keys.
v
( lIVMMJ It.
I
family circle.
tablets may be bought by the roll like
TAR
At an Egyptian wedding feast meat Wr«t Sumner,
AND
HONEY
FOLEY'S
add
cold
little
in
a
water;
very
lozeages)
Is not eateu because of the belief that
to this ore quart of hot milk—not too Cures coughs and colds.
*
It would lead to future bickerings betablethree
add
asthma.
and
however—then
bronchitis
Cures
hot,
tween them. Eggs, fruits and sweets
spoonfuls of maple sugar; stir until Cures croup and whooping cough.
thoroughly dissolved, pour into a glass Cures hoarseness and bronchial troubles. are served. The first meal In the new
dish, and serve bountifully with maple Cures pneumonia and la grippe.
house cannot be touched until, after
Orin Stevens,
A most simple and
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
sugar and cream.
every device known to the bridegroom,
wholesoaie dessert which the children I Oxford.
the bride has beeu at last induced to
will appreciate.
Ouce she utters α word, he claps
You can tell what some people think speak.
APPLE CHAXTKUSE WITH MAPLE 8AUCE.
and supper is brought to
his
hands,
the world owes them by the debts they
A cliarteuse is a dish in which one owe to others.
them.
kind of food is entirely concealed by anMarried by candy is the plau in mirother. This one is of apples; pare, core
ma. Of all marriage rites this takes
ha* sound digestion and la not
and steam until tender, then fill the core
Importent to Mother·.
the palm for conciseness and sweet
troubled by worm». It In plump, rosy and
holes with maple sugar and a slight
NVbtn u child Is languid, tired
of
CAS
bottle
ΤΟΚΑ,
takes
happy.
Ilere the dusky lady
fclli» carefully avary
without exertion and restless In sleep,
flavoring of cinnamon; cover each one asafa and «or· moody for Infanta and childrao, simplicity.
1
a youth who
It a few dose» of
Seeing
initiative.
give
the
with boi'ed rice, wrap in cheese-clotli
PIN
andaM tkatlt
pleases her. she offers him a sweet. If
and steam twenty minutes; remove the
WOKM
he
promptly
her
a
or
he
proposal,
with
serve
accepts
maple syrup
cloth, and
Worms are the prubabls cause of the
trouble. If no they will be expelled. If
eats the token of affection, and they
maple sauce.
not, True'* Elixir will act us a tonic,
In
wife.
and
man
made
are thereby
! expel all Impurities and correct all die·
MAPLE SAUCE.
b Usa For Orer SO Yaara.
orders of the digestive system.
the act of eating alone this most primteXba Kind Too Bm iiwayi Boofht
Boil one cupful of maple syrup a few
I Fur W years the standurd remedy for
not
be
consists. If the youth
rite
itive
vertohne*,costivenese,sourstoinacb, liull1
Hook
moments, skim and add one-half cupful
gestion,etc.,35c.aliottle.atdrutfglsts.
with
favorably disposed, he remarks
of fresh butter, which has been rubbed
! on "Children and Their Diseases," free.
DR. J. Γ. Tltl'K A CO., Auburn, Mc.
A linancier is a man who can make all gallantry that that particular candy
smooth with one tablespoonful of flour;
Siieclai treatment for Ta|>e Worms.
boil again just enough to cook the flour, something out of liia own nothing, and ia not to his taste, and the matter is
Write fur free pamphlet.
someelse's
remove from the tire and serve hot.
nothing out of eomebody
ended. In Mandalay three weeks after
thing.
a marriage kinsmen bring the brideMAPLK DOXBONB.
a bowl of rice, a vessel of wine
Use two cupfuls of maple sugar, one COUGH SETTLED ON HER LUNGS. groom
and a fowl, much of which collation is
teaof
a
water
and
of
one-eighth
cupful
"My daughter had a terrible cough
of ancestors.
Watchmaker and
spoonful of cream of tartar. The same which settled on her lunge," says N. sacrificed to the spirits
the Philippines—
bride—In
A
care should be used in making caody of
Bagoda
a
tried
"We
Jackson of Danville, 111.
Practical
maple sugar as of granulated sugar, great many remedies without relief, un- if she be good looking and the daughter
for
which means that the sugar and watei til we
her Foley's Honey and Tar, of a warrior, is sold by her father
gave
MATNF.
SOI'TH
PART6!.
should not be stirred after it is dissolved, which cured her."
Refuse substitutes. about $30, which sum is not given in
and that the sides of the pan should be F. A. Shurtleff ά Co. Orin Stevens, Oxchickens.
and
mouey, but In vegetables
wiped down constantly to prevent it ford.
One way of estimating such things Is
graining. The contents should not be
a
at the price of a brass gong. Such
stirred while it is boiling; the washingand
Romeo was glad to climb up Juliet's
dollars,
sliver
Is
worth
thirty
with
a
brush
done
be
can
gong
Poplar delivered at my mill, South
down process
after the honeyIt balcony to see her, but
It is η valuable maiden indeed who will Paris, of
or a sponge wet with cold water.
made a rumpus
regular size and length
have
would
he
moon
should cook in five or six minutes. If a
bring two brass gongs.—What to Eat
because there was no elevator.
Will pay market price for same.
bit dropped in co'd water will harden it
is done. It should then be poured on to
L. P. HAWKINS, South Paris
Shoddy Boot·.

squares.

iigestants and digests all kinds of
rood. It gives instant relief and never
A SEVERE COLD FOR THREE
tails to cure. It allows you to eat all
MONTHS.
:he food you want. The most sensitive
The following letter from A. J. Nusrtomachs can take it By its use many
ihousands of dyspeptics have been baum of Batesville, Ind., tellk its own
:ured after everything else failed. Is story: "I suffered for three months with
! mequallcd for the stomach.
Child· a severe cold. A druggist prepared me
a physician pre-en with weak stomachs thrive on it. some medicine, and
A
First dose relieve·. diet unnecessary. scribed for me, yet I did not improve. I
then tried Foley's Honey and Tar, and
eight doses cured me." Refuse substi1

ckiMraa there ikMU alao be

Laxative

ho

on

When nearly cool, but yet
A cold at this time if neglected is
buttered.
soft, it should be stirred with a wooden liable to cause pneumonia which is so
A household necessity—Dr. Thomas'
spoon until creamy, then kneaded. This often fatal, and even when the patient
Eclectric Oil. Heals burns, cuts, wounds is
fondant, and if it is left to cool several has recovered the lungs are weakened,
of any sort; cures sore throat, croup, hours it can be reheated and made into
making them peculiarly sueceptible to
catarrh, asthma; never fails.
the development of consumption. Foley's
several different kinds of candy.
Honey and Tar will stop the cough, heal
MAPLE DROPS.
Dreamers sow their ambitions; doers
and strengthen the lungs and prevent
them.
and
fondant
from
Warm this
reap
drop
pneumonia. F. A. Shurtleff <& Co. Orin
Put a Stevens, Oxford.
a spoon on to paraffine paper.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY pecan nut or candied cherry in the
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets. centre of each one.
Miss Snappe—So he has gone through
All drnggists refund the money if it
his fortune in less than two years, eh?
UAPLE CARAMELS.
F. W. Grove's signature
fails to cure.
Miss Snappe—Ah! if
Cook one cupful of thick maple syrup Mr. Crabbe—Yes.
25c.
F. A. Shurtleff Λ
on each box.
settled down and married
with three-fourths of a cupful of cream he had only
Co.
have been a different story
until it will harden in cold water, then there would
Mr. Crabbe—Tes, it would
to tell.
a
it
on
to
turn
greased
platter,
slightly
Talk is cheap, but silence ie a better
cola cut it into only have lasted one year.
and when
A bold lover makes a strong husband.

quickly.

■KS NUBflY SONGS

0

SON,

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
Sand, <&c.

clvei^ce,eoothiManîh· la

are

BO

AO

Ο

Τ

Τ

G

10

BO

1

I

A. W. WALKER &

Ε!j's Cream

tfcere

Author:

Η
M
Ν
Να 50.—Picture Puzzle: PennsylvaIX) YOU WANT IT?
A I
nia. Erie.
VVAL' WE AKE XKVKK ΟΓΤ. No. 51.—Doubly Beheaded Acrostic:
A postal or telepbore to us will bring
Pumpkins. 1. Impeach. 2. St-urge-on.
you a supply promptly.
3. Re-nilss. 4. Im-pure. 5. Ta-ken. 6.
Br-lnk. 7. Kl-ne. 8. Re-strain.
No. 52.—Three Imps: 1. Imp-ollte. 2.

Nasal

II

Known

No. 4'J.—Three Hollow Diamonds:
Ν
Ν
Ν

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO., South Parie, Me.

^>111

Well

A

—

Dickens.

MAR-

I

To Be Expected.
By such discrepancies as this

Bab.nce

IN

Planing, Sawing

No. *">.—Gate·.

only

PLAY

Thiadcmonu at let.

An electric storm at sea le one of the
alarming experiences to wbicb a mari-

Also Windnw & Door Frames.

Mo. 50.—A Triangle.

1. To discharge through pores or Incisions. 2. Four letters from train. 8.
The peculiar bearing of a person. 4.
Half of lyre. 5. Δ vowel.
The left leg of the triangle, reading
dowuward, to raise, to exalt.
The right, the nest of a bird of prey

upon payment of

signature is

TAPIOCA.

MAPLE

I have long lain in the grave.

The
The
The
The

PART8 VIAND8

■

am

which builds In a lofty

Chii

ê&A

Mix one-half cupful of scraped maple
sugar with one level tab'espoonful of
flour and thiee eggs slightly beaten; add
one half teaepoonful of butter and one
quart of milk; fill a deep pastry-lined
pan, and bake half an hour; dust slightly
with nutmeg just before baking. This it;
I they
delicious.
I time.

bodies of water.

I

It is no disgrace for a man to bo poor
—if he doesn't owe you anything.

MAPLE SUGAR SANDWICHES.

Prepare the sugar by either scraping it
into shavings, or a much better way is to
put it through a meat chopper, then

SHE.

SHE.

r ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA

injurious.

Stevens, Oxford.

Boil one quart of water with two cupThe careless man tries to win; the
fuls of maple sugar for five minutes,
careful man tries not to lose.
two
of
add
the
then strain and
juice
lemons; when perfectly cold add the
AT THIS SEASON
whites of two eggs thoroughly beaten
Ko. ΰ3.—Decapitatlona.
colds,
croup, grip, bronchitis,
Coughs,
be
a
The
with
and
freeze.
as
omitted,
eggs may
1. Decapitate to wound,
throat and lung troubles cured by One j
sherbet
the
make
but
its
light.
they
horn, and hare a native metal or
Minute Cough Cure.
Absolutely safe.
MAl'LE NOUGAT.
Acts at once.
compound with the rock in which it
occurs after it has been picked over to
Melt one pound of maple sugar with
All men fall in love, but some of them
throw out what is worthless.
three-fourths of a cupful of cream; cook
don't get up again.
2. Decapitate treatment, custom, and until a soft ball will form in water, then
hare a man of venerable years and of take from the tire and beat thoroughly
Hives are a terrible torment to the
and add one cupful of English walnut little folks, and to some older ones.
sound judgment aud prudence.
into tiny pieces; pour on to a
3. Decapitate a rery hard, lieary and meats cut
Easily cured. Doan's Ointment never
buttered tin, and when cool cut into fails. Instant relief, permanent cure.
durable wood, susceptible of a high
oblong squares.
At any drug store, SO cents.
polish, and hare consisting of bone.
MAPLE SHORTCAKES.
4. Decapitate a gallery in a church
Every man knows a lot of other men
Make a rich baking powder biscuit that he would like to class as strangers.
or hall and hare frequently.
5. Decapitate a jewel and have a no- dough; roll it very thin, brush half of it
with the beaten white of an egg, cover SURGEON'S KNIFE NOT NEEDED.
bleman.
with a layer of maple sugar which has
U. Decapitate the floor of a fireplace
Surgery is no longer necessary to cure
been scraped tine or put through the
DeWitt'e Witch Hazel Salve cures.
and have the whole world.
meat chopper, then put on the other piles.
For bruises, sores and skin diseases it is
TLe decapitations give an ancient half of the
cut this into tiny
dough;
Beware of counterfeits.
royal German name rerired In the fam- cakes with a small round cutter, brush unequalled.
each one over the top with the egg, and
ily to which Queen Victoria belonged.
a small boy tries to keep
Occasionally
Serve them clean so he won't have to be washed.
bake in a moderate oven.
the
afterwith
bad
StandLsh.
not
are
These
hot.
Sellm
of
Slo. 50^—Courtship
are delicious for lunch
La grippe coughs yield quickly to the
Supply the lacking word for the first noon tea. They
Served wonderful curative qualities of Foley's
or the sweet course at dinner.
line of each couplet and transpose it
with ice cream or fresh fruit they are Honey and Tar. There is nothing else
for the second.
"just as good." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
delightful.
Ht
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Dear maid. It Is my deep
With thee forever to

ΓΗΕ

—

COUGH"

Dear maid, we must not thua be
A broken heart do I *·**'—?

The New Werner Editi m

plain

BEEAD AND BBIDES.

to science. It loosens and clears the bronDaachial tubes and prevents pneumonia. Iweetheart Cake· of a Datch
i«l
Err pt Ian Brl4e«room· Mast
Constant coughing racks and inflames
the lungs. It weakens their action and
Work For Their Sappe^-Wla· la
consumption often follows. Why do you
Chiaa^-Marrled by Caady.
run such a risk when in Bauer's Instant
The important part which different
acts
that
a
bave
Cure
remedy
you
Cough
quick and sure. It is pleasant to take ; rlands play In marriage ceremonies
and does not cause that nausea at the ; makes rather an
Interesting story.
stomach so commonly following the use
For example, the Swedish bride fills
of other cough cures. Children can take
Bauer's Instant Cough Cure and they lier pocket with bread, which she disThis famous remedy is sold penses to every one she meets on her
like it.
under the strongest guarantee possible.
way to church, every piece she gives
If it does not do the work your money
she believes, a miswill be cheerfully refunded. For sale by λ way averting, as
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.; A. Dudley, Bry- fortune.
ant's Pond; Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Ou the threshold of her new home a
in Servia is presented with a
bride
the
bias.
is
cut
on
Woman's logic
plate of bonbons, one of which she and
Dr. the
"A dose in time saves lives."
bridegroom share between them,
Wood's Norway Pine Syrup; nature's
the divided bonbon signifying that no
remedy for coughs, colds, pulmonary bitterness shall divide them. A sieve
diseases of every sort.
of wheat corn is also given to the bride.
Happiness leaves off where knowledge Of this she takes three bandfuls,
throws It over her head, emptying the
begins.
sieve upon the ground. The scattered
Foley's Kidney Cure makes the kidney rom denotes
that the bride brings joy
Contains nothing
and bladder right.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin nnd prosperity into her new home. The

white cake with the
Spread
following: Two egg whites beaten stiff
Any man can teach wisdom; few are
with grated maple sugar and at last able to learn it.
moment one teaspoonful of melted butSTOPS THE
ter; or cook half cupful maple syrup
or sugar with same amount of cream,
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
pour slowly into one egg white well
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
beaten.
No Cure, no Pay.
a cold in one day.
Price 25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
MAPLE SHERBET.

MAINE.

â

ameute for the

We have In stock three full car loads of Fertiliser». We carry (our of the leading brands.

Mar.

MAPLE JUMBLES.
Cream one scant cupful of butter with
two of maple sugar, add .beaten yolks of
three eggs and one cupful of flour; add
whites beaten stiff, and enough flour to
roll it thin; cut into circles with small
open-centred cutter, sprinkle them with
scraped maple sugar, and bake in a
moderate oven.

a

When
Vcj
Were

We can show you some of the beat swivel and
land side plow» Id the market, both In steel and
woo·! beams. We have

South

54—Illn»trate<i Rebaa.

odd patterns and clean

NORWAY,

Farming Tools and Fertilizers.!
We

*·.

this, stirring constantly, quart

hot milk; cook till it coats spoon; beat
until cool; add cupful cream whipped
stiff; freeze until nearly stiff, bury in
ice and salt three hours, then sprinkle
with chopped almonds.

FKKR
*i TRIAL KOTTIJ
o#l? «*α <l«U»«ry.

U Fu ρ·ι·οιβ wfw» ρ·» ·ιρΓΜΜ|«
%rfe. .¥«r·
net^n ▼ WBpurift
firman φί:
Kt»ii*i»·* Mr··'*'· <t. Tlua Ι>·ηο·.
«■/«*«
L>#6.iit, libu«u> u DR.K.H.KLI9IB.L4
înim mil
931 Arch Mr««t. Philadelphia

Disc,

pour over

swer.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

■ EM.

»

-r

MAPLE SUGAR DAINTIES.
Few housewives realize what maple
sugar is. Most of them regard it merely
IV·. B3^-C«nectl«d Word Rqmar·.
as a sweet that will not hurt the chilOne word le concealed In each sendren. Here are a few carefully selected
tence.
recipes to show what an appetizing and
1. Did Bob acknowledge the admira- wholeeome addition to foods it is, a
ble invitation?
delicacy to be prized and treasured
2. Yea, bnt bow be did glare at It through the whole year, and not an exfirst!
pensive one.
3. And then be said that recently be
MAPLE ICE-CREAM.
bad been slighted.
Beat three eggs, add cupful of soft
ana
testy
4. At last he sent back
maple sugar andhalf teaspoonful butter;

MAPLE CAKE.

NERVE RESTORER

?«r*oa%:

Lung trouble·, Bauer's Instant
Cough Cure to generally conceded to be
the quickest ana surest remedy known

Chas. F. Ridlon,

\0K.

1 I

—

GUARANTEE.

Oomapondenoe on topics of latereat to the Udl
la solicited. Addreai: Editor Homsmakjcr·' and
Colt ira, Oxford Democrat, Puis, Main».

up stock.

at

""

ON

Carpets

Wool

AND

Instruction

lOrtnIi (id VS eeata. at all irai

▲ STRONG

For Cough*, Cold*, Bronchitis, Influenza, Whooping Cough and all Throat

RAW OR INFLAMED LUNGS

Yield rapidly to the wonderful curative and healing qualities of Foley's
Honey and Tar. It prevents pneumonia
and consumption from a hard cold settled on the lungs. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Boots and shoes In
England have
been subject to a very considerable fall
in prices of late yeirrs. Tartly this is
owing to the use of machinery, partly
to the employment of lads where men
used to do the work, partly to the use
of what was formerly waste material
and partly to sheer dodgery and trickMen's lace boots are now to be
ery.
bought for 2s. lid. They are made of
leather, too. and to look at them you
might think it genuine enough.
The truth is. however, the uppers dre
made of what are known as "center

CASTORIA

ZMAMS/mA

the soles nre an artificial
The "con
are very Ingenious forms of

splits"

I*

shoddy. (îood. honest skins are cunningly split into three thicknesses. The

sheet is soft and spongy and
has no natural grain u]>on it. But this
defect in its appearance is supplied by
a process of printing which produces
a surface "grain" and makes It, to tWi·
lnexi>erieuccd eye. Just like ordinary
leather. It is then made up Into boots
that give every promise of good service,
a promise to the eye, to parody Macbeth—pretty certainly destined to be
broken to the hope.—Chambers' Jourcenter

Do you

s,eaTre

_A

use a

Quaker Range?

Rclined Paratllue. Has
Is
no taeto or odor.
air tight and acid

κ

Bears the

GOOD MORNING!

Don't tie the top of your
Jelly and preserve Jars in
theold fuahiuned way. Heal
them i>y the new, quick,
absolutely sure way—by
a thin coating of Pure

compound of leather waste.
tor

lbs Kind You Have Always Bought

WmrAw/Am

splits." i*t>.1

For infants and Children.

proof. Easily applied.
Useful in adozen other

ways about the bouse.
Kull directions with
each cake.
Sold everywhere. Made by
STANDARD OIL CO.

A doctor can persuade a woman to
have almost anything amputated—except
THINGS TO REMEMBER.
her tongue.
A pan of lime set on the shelves near
The undersigned wishes to sell all
will
their
and
fruits
jams
prevent
jellies,
Ten cents will buy trial size of Ely's
his boats, ropes and other ferry
moulding.
Cream Balm; enough to convince you nal.
To have roast beef brown on the outerty at Rum ford Center.
that it is the greatest of remedies for
side and juicy and rare within, it should nasal catarrh or cold in the head.
at Rumford
of
Full
Catttar.
be put in a very hot oven at first, then size SO cents.
FRANK E. ABBOTT.
Center.
All draggisto or mailed
A Scotch lawyer was well reproved
reducing the beat. The great heat at by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren St., New
first hardens and also browns the surWhen, seated by a lady fully aware of
York.
PHOTOGRAPHIC
The meat
face, keeping in the juices.
her own plain looks, having bowed to
153 Second Street, Albany, Ν. Y.
should be basted frequently.
his hostess in giving the toast, "HonSUPPLIES !
Messrs. Ely Bros.—I suffered greatly
To set delicate colors in fancy work
est Men and Bonnie Lasses," she replace a flannel bag full of bran in a basin with catarrh and tried different remedies
"We
her
own
W. P.
glass,
may
of boiling water, allowing it to remain without effect. After using one bottle joined, raising
there until the water is cold, then wash of your Cream Balm I found relief and I both drink that toast, since It refers to 93 Main
St., South Pari*, Ale.
the article in it with curd soap and rinse cannot praise too highly such a remedy. neither of us."
Mall oiden promptly filled.
<
Miss Cora Willard.
Sept. 27,1899.
quickly.

Ferry Properly For Sale,

prop-1

Inquire

proprietor

&

.MAXIM,

|

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

